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ABSTRACT

Simulation of Dynamics of Radiation Belt Electrons during Geomagnetic Storms

Driven by High Speed Solar Wind Streams

by

Bin Yu

Satellite observations have shown that fluxes of relativistic electrons in the earth’s radiation belts can vary by orders of magnitude during periods of high solar activity. Understanding the dynamic behavior of these particles is very important because they can disrupt wireless communication, impair space exploration and affect GPS navigation.

We use two numerical methods to simulate the variations of energetic particles in the radiation belts. First, we develop a radial diffusion model with time-dependent boundary conditions and a $Kp$-dependent electron lifetime model. Using this model, we simulate a series of high-speed-stream declining-phase magnetic storm events. The results are consistent with spacecraft observations and show that radial diffusion can propagate the enhancement of phase space density from the outer boundary into the center of the outer radiation belt. The second part of the work adapts Nunn’s Vlasov Hybrid Simulation method to an existing MHD-Particle simulation code, resulting in an efficient new method to calculate phase space density of energetic particles. We use the 1995 January storm event as a test case. Good agreement is obtained between the simulation results and measured phase space densities for this event. Simulating the dynamics of the radiation belts is one important part of global space weather modeling. The advance in
radiation belt modeling can help us to better understand the physics behind these interesting and important phenomena.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis, a new radial transport model and a novel particle simulation method have been developed to simulate radiation belt dynamics. The Radiation belts are also called the Van Allen belts after their discoverer, James Van Allen. In early 1958, based on the measurements on satellites Explorer I and III he found a region of trapped high energy particles surrounding the earth, which was later named the inner radiation belt [Van Allen et al., 1959; Van Allen and Frank, 1959]. Several months later, in December 1958, satellite Pioneer 3 detected the existence of another wider and more dynamic belt of energetic plasma, which is called the outer radiation belt. Soon after that, in 1959, another satellite Pioneer 4 confirmed the existence of the outer radiation belt.

Figure 1.1 is a schematic illustration of the radiation belts, which can be divided into two regions: the inner radiation belt and the outer radiation belt. The inner radiation belt is closer to the earth, ranging from 1.1 to 2.5 earth radii, and contains high intensity of protons with energies exceeding 100 MeV. The inner radiation belt is usually very stable and does not dramatically change during high solar activity. The outer radiation belt extends from 3 to 10 earth radii and mainly contains electrons with energies from a few hundred KeV to 10 MeV. In contrast to the inner radiation belt, the fluxes of these electrons in the outer radiation belt are more dynamic and can increase several orders of magnitude during large magnetic storms. The gap region between the inner radiation belt and outer radiation belt is usually considered to be the result of the pitch angle scattering of particles into the atmosphere by very low frequency (VLF) waves in the earth's magnetosphere.
Figure 1.1 The schematic illustration of the radiation belts [from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia].

Since the discovery of the radiation belts, the study of the fluxes of the energetic trapped particles has become an important topic in space physics. As human activities in space advance, more attention has been given to the variation of high energy electrons during geomagnetic storms. These high energy electrons are often called “killer electrons” since they constitute a threat to space exploration. These electrons can damage spacecraft instruments, cause operational problems and even cause complete loss of contact with spacecraft. Their high radiation is also very dangerous to astronauts. Some interesting statistical results show a possible relationship between the long-term changes of the climate and the outer belt electron precipitation [Shirochkov A.V. and L. N. Makarova., 2006].

In this research work, we simulate the dynamics of energetic electrons in the outer radiation belt during high-speed-stream solar wind (a stream of electrified gas) events, using a new radial
transport model and a novel particle simulation method. We will show that reasonable agreement between the observations and simulated results can be obtained with these models.

Chapter one provides background information on space physics, including but not limited to a brief description of some of the phenomena and underlying physics in the field of radiation belt research. This chapter begins with an introduction to the earth's electric and magnetic fields and related topics, proceeds to a description of the motion of radiation belt particles trapped in the earth's magnetosphere, and finally reviews the history of efforts at modeling the radiation belts.

In chapter two, we focus on the introduction of our new radial transport model. In addition, we construct a model storm based on measurements and discuss the efficiency of the model storm in reproducing the characteristics of real high-speed-stream storm events. A series of test cases between 1995 and 1996 are used to study the effects of radial transport coefficients and the underlying magnetic field models.

A new MHD-Particle simulation method is presented in chapter three. By making more efficient use of the test particles, we successfully enhance the computational performance of traditional MHD-Particle simulation codes. Taking the January 1995 storm event as a test case, we show that both dynamic outer boundary conditions and a realistic lifetime model of energetic electrons are needed to capture the observed features of these electrons during this storm event. Finally, we calculate the diffusion coefficients from the power-spectrum obtained from global MHD simulations and rerun our radial transport model described in chapter two with the new diffusion coefficients.

Finally, in chapter four, we summarize the benefits and limitations of the two numerical methods and discuss possible future work in radiation belt studies.
1.1 The earth’s magnetosphere

The earth’s magnetosphere is the region of space which is dominated by the magnetic field of the earth. The magnitude and shape of the field are primarily controlled by the interaction of the earth’s magnetic field and solar wind streams, which consist of fully-ionized plasma emitted from the sun. The earth’s interior magnetic field is generated from electric currents in the earth’s core. The inner part of the magnetic field of the magnetosphere is roughly dipolar with an intensity of 0.31 Gauss near the surface of the earth at the equator plane. However, over the region near the outer boundary of the magnetosphere, the dipole-like shape is highly distorted by the solar wind, especially during the period of geomagnetic storms.

The sun often ejects large numbers of hot charged particles from its surface. These particles, which form the solar wind, are frozen in the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and can travel with the IMF in all directions. If the direction is toward the earth, the solar wind will strike the earth’s magnetosphere in a few days with an average velocity of 450 km/s and typical number density of 3–5 cm$^{-3}$. As a result, the dynamic pressure carried by the solar wind compresses the earth’s magnetosphere on the dayside and deforms the magnetosphere. It is also believed that a large amount of energy is injected into the magnetosphere through the reconnection of the southward IMF and the geomagnetic field during geomagnetic storms.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the structure of the earth’s magnetosphere. The supersonic solar wind stream forms a collisionless shock wave known as the bow shock in front of the magnetosphere. On the down stream side of the bow shock is the magnetosheath, which is a region filled with hot subsonic plasma. The outer boundary of the earth’s internal magnetic field is called the magnetopause. Most of the hot plasma in the magnetosheath compresses the magnetopause on
the dayside and then flows around the magnetic obstacle. However, some of the plasma can leak into the inner part of the magnetosphere through the two polar cusps.

Inside the magnetopause, the inner magnetosphere can be divided into different plasma regions according to the characteristics (e.g., density, energy, flow direction, and species) of the plasma present. A variety of current systems can contribute to the configuration of the geomagnetic field. The magnetopause current, which is also known as the Chapman-Ferraro current, flows along the magnetopause eastward and separates the magnetic field of solar-origin from the earth’s magnetic field. The dawn-dusk cross-tail current is another important current system which divides the magnetic tail into two lobes. The partial or closed ring current flows westward around the earth. It typically builds up during the main phase of a magnetic storm and decays to normal level during the recovery phase. The field-aligned current connects the high latitude auroral zone to the outer plasma sheet and the boundary layers.
Figure 1.2  The earth's magnetosphere [Jichun Zhang, 2006].

1.2 Geomagnetic storms

The magnetosphere is highly dynamic and its structure often varies with solar activity. Even long before the space age, ground measurements had indicated the worldwide magnetic perturbations after some large solar flares. Based on these observations, the concept of the "geomagnetic storm" was introduced. A geomagnetic storm may be defined as the temporary fluctuation of magnetospheric electric and magnetic fields caused by the solar activity.

Figure 1.3 shows a typical magnetic storm event in September 1998 [Fei Yue, 2006]. In this figure, the magnetic activity index $Dst$ represents the hourly average variations of the southward component of the magnetic field on the ground and is associated with the intensity of the
magnetospheric ring current. A classical magnetic storm usually begins with the sudden increase of the \( Dst \) index, which is known as a "sudden storm commencement (SSC)" and is usually due to the compression of the magnetic field by enhanced solar wind pressure. Following the SSC, some storm events can maintain a strengthened field for hours, a period that is called the "initial phase". After the initial phase, the storm enters the main phase. The \( Dst \) index decreases sharply within several hours to one day, indicating the intensification of the ring current. The \( Dst \) index then gradually returns to the pre-storm level over a period of tens of hours to a week. During this recovery phase, the ring current particles gradually decay to normal levels through various loss processes. In this storm, the minimum \( Dst \) of \(-200\) nT indicates it is a major storm. Table 1.1 shows the relationship between the minimum \( Dst \) index and the storm strength.

**Figure 1.3** A typical major magnetic storm during September 24-26, 1998 [Fei Yue, 2006].

There are two specific types of storm events: storms driven by coronal mass ejections (CME storms) and storms driven by cororating interaction regions (CIR storms). The CME storms mostly occur close to the solar maximum and may contain a magnetic cloud. CME storms are more efficient at producing large \( Dst \) perturbations and can cause some large or even extreme
storm events [J. E. Borovsky and M. H. Denton, 2006]. In contrast, CIR storms are driven by the high speed solar wind streams associated with coronal holes. CIR storms are usually small or moderate, but can produce high fluxes of energetic electrons due to the long-lasting interaction between the fast solar wind streams and the magnetosphere. This research work focuses on the CIR storm events. In the subsequent chapters, we will present a model of CIR storm events and simulate the corresponding variations of radiation belt particles using a new radial transport model and a novel MHD-particle code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnetic Storm Level</th>
<th>Dst index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>&lt;-100 nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>-50 ~ -100 nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>-20 ~ -50 nT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>&gt;-20 nT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 The relationship between the magnetic storm level and $Dst$ index [from sprg.ssl.berkeley.edu/dst_index].

1.3 The motion of charged particles in the magnetosphere

According to the Lorentz force equation, the motion of individual charged particles in given electric and magnetic fields can be described as:

$$\frac{d\vec{p}}{dt} = q\vec{E} + q\vec{v} \times \vec{B}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)
Here, $\vec{p}$ denotes the relativistic momentum, which is equal to $\gamma m\vec{v}$ and $\gamma = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}}}$ is the Lorentz factor.

Starting from this equation, assuming the magnetic field is homogenous and constant and no external electric field exists, the particle, whose pitch angle (the angle between the particle velocity and the local magnetic field) is near $90^0$, will gyrate around the “guiding center” on the magnetic field line with the gyration period $T = \frac{2\pi m}{B|q|}$ and the gyroradius $\rho = \frac{\gamma mv}{B|q|}$.

In the magnetosphere, the motion of a charged particle can be decomposed into the quick gyration around the guiding center and the drift motion of the guiding center itself. In general, the motion of the guiding center in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field consists of the following three kinds of drift motions:

1) “$E \times B$” drift motion, $\vec{V}_E = \frac{E \times \vec{B}}{B^2}$, which is independent of the charge or energy of the particle;

2) “gradient” drift motion, $\vec{V}_{\text{grad}} = \frac{\gamma mv^2}{2qB^2}(\vec{B} \times \nabla B)$;

3) “curvature” drift motion, $\vec{V}_{\text{curv}} = \frac{\gamma mv^2}{qB^3}(\vec{B} \times \frac{\partial \vec{B}}{\partial s})$; if $\nabla \times B = 0$, $\vec{V}_{\text{curv}} = \frac{\gamma mv^2}{qB^3}(\vec{B} \times \nabla B)$.

Here, $v_\parallel$ represents the velocity parallel to the local magnetic field, $v_\perp$ is the perpendicular component of the total velocity, $s$ is the distance along a magnetic field line.

In sum, the perpendicular component of the velocity of the “guiding center” can be described by the following equation:
\[ \vec{V}_{G\perp} = \vec{V}_{E} + \vec{V}_{\text{grad}} + \vec{V}_{\text{curv}}. \tag{1.2} \]

It should be recognized that equation (1.2) is based on the assumption \( \rho_{\text{gyro}} \frac{\nabla B}{B} \ll 1 \), which is normally true for the particles in the outer radiation belt. Usually, for high energy particles in the radiation belt, \( \vec{V}_{\text{grad}} \) and \( \vec{V}_{\text{curv}} \) are the larger terms. The electric field drift motion, \( \vec{V}_{E} \), is more important for low energy particles.

The parallel velocity of the "guiding center" can be approximated using the following equation:

\[ \frac{dv_{GC\parallel}}{dt} = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{v_{\perp}^2}{B^2} (\nabla B \cdot \vec{B}). \tag{1.3} \]

Equation (1.3) shows that for the parallel motion, the particle will be accelerated in a direction opposite to the gradient of the magnetic field. As a result, the "mirror force" tends to repel particles out of a region that has a stronger field, causing the bounce motion of trapped particles along the magnetic field line.

Combining the gyration around the "guiding center" and the motion of the "guiding center" itself, the orbits of trapped particles in the magnetosphere can be divided into three types of motion with distinct time periods, as illustrated in figure 1.4.
As sketched in figure 1.4, the overall motion of trapped particles includes gyration around the guiding center on magnetic field lines, bouncing between the two mirror points along magnetic field lines, and drifting around the earth. For MeV electrons, the typical time periods for the three kinds of motion are: milliseconds for the gyration, 0.1~1.0 second for the bounce motion, and roughly 1~10 minutes for the drift motion.

To quantitatively describe the motion of trapped particles, the concept of “adiabatic invariants” is introduced. Three invariants are associated with the three types of motion. Their values will be conserved if the earth’s electric and magnetic fields change slightly over the period of the corresponding motion. The origin definition of an invariant is the integral of the canonical momentum over a periodic orbit [e.g., Walt, 1994]:

\[
J_i = \frac{1}{2\pi} \oint (\vec{p} + q\vec{A}) \cdot d\vec{l}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3
\]  
(1.4)
where \( \vec{r} \) is the trajectory of the corresponding motion, \( \vec{A} \) is the vector potential of the magnetic field, and \( \vec{p} + q\vec{A} \) represents the canonical momentum.

However, it is usually more convenient to use the following new variables rather than \( J_i \):

First invariant
\[
M = \frac{q}{m} J_1 = \frac{p_\perp^2}{2mB}, \quad (1.5)
\]

Integral invariant
\[
I = \frac{J_2}{2p} = \int_{s_{m1}}^{s_{m2}} \sqrt{1 - \frac{B(s)}{B_m}} ds, \quad (1.6)
\]

Magnetic flux
\[
\Phi = \frac{J_3}{q} = \oint \vec{B} \cdot d\vec{S}. \quad (1.7)
\]

Here \( s \) is the length along the magnetic field line, \( s_{m1} \) and \( s_{m2} \) are two mirror points specified in figure 1.4, \( d\vec{S} \) is an element of the surface enclosed by the equatorial drift shell, and \( \Phi \) represents the magnetic flux enclosed by the longitudinal drift motion of trapped particles.

The first invariant is associated with the gyration of particles and is conserved if the electric and magnetic fields change on a time scale compared to the gyroperiod. Since in the gyration, the direction of the force is always perpendicular to the direction of the velocity if the electric field is zero, the energy is conserved, meaning \( p^2 \) is constant. If a particle moves along the field line toward the earth, the intensity of the field increases. According to equation (1.5), \( p_\perp^2 \) must also increase to conserve \( M \). Hence, \( v_\parallel \), the parallel velocity decreases. At the mirror point, the parallel velocity decreases to zero and the particle is reflected. Another important application of the first invariant is in tracing the longitudinal drift paths of equatorially trapped particles. If the electric field and so-called Shabansky orbit [Shabansky, 1970] can be ignored and the first
invariant is conserved along their trajectories, these particles will drift along contours of constant
B, which will be discussed in appendix A in more detail.

The integral invariant associated with the bounce motion is very useful in defining the drift
path of trapped particles. Under the condition that the integral invariant is conserved, the guiding
center drift path is closed since at a given longitude I is a monotonic function of R, the distance
from the center of the earth.

For the third invariant, it is usually not practical to directly calculate the flux enclosed by the
drift shell due to the large and uncertain magnetic fields at the center of the earth. Instead, the
flux outside the drift shell is integrated since it is equal to the flux inside the path (refer to
appendix A for more details).

Magnetic flux is most useful to describe the drift path when the magnetic field does not have
dramatic changes over the drift period. In this situation, the magnetic flux is invariant. As a
response to the slow change of the geomagnetic field, the particles have to move in the radial
direction to conserve the enclosed magnetic flux.

In addition to magnetic flux, another convenient variable, the Roederer L value, is also used in
the study of radiation belt particles [Roederer, 1970]. The Roederer L value, which is associated
with the drift motion of the particles in the geomagnetic field, is defined as

\[ L' = \frac{2\pi B_E R_E^2}{\Phi}, \]  

(1.8)

where \( B_E \) is the magnetic field at the earth's equator and roughly equals to 0.317 Gauss, and \( R_E \)
is the earth's radius. For a dipolar magnetic field, the value of \( L' \) is equal to the distance in earth
radii from the center of the earth to the equatorial crossing point of the field line. In this thesis, unless specifically noted, we use $L$ rather than $L'$ for the Roederer $L$ value.

1.4 Fluxes of particles & phase space density

In section 1.3, we described the motions of individual charged particles in the magnetosphere. However, this is not enough to represent the global characteristics of the radiation belt particles. The relevant concepts of particle fluxes and phase space density will be introduced in this section.

Many fluxes are used in the study of radiation belt particles. The basic one is the differential, directional flux, which is expressed as the function of location, energy and direction $j(E, \alpha)$ and is written in units of $cm^{-2}s^{-1}str^{-1}KeV^{-1}$. The exact definition of the differential, directional flux is:

$$dN(\vec{r}, E, \alpha) = j(E, \alpha)dAdEd\Omega.$$ (1.9)

Here $\alpha$ is the pitch angle, $dA$ is the unit area, $dE$ is the energy interval at energy $E$, $d\Omega$ is the unit solid angle in the $\alpha$ direction, and $dN$ represents the number of particles with energies between $E$ and $E + dE$ passing through $dA$ in the $\alpha$ direction within $d\Omega$ solid angle in 1 second [e.g., Walt, 1994]. Figure 1.5 illustrates the definition of the differential, directional fluxes.
Figure 1.5 Diagram of the definition of the differential flux [from galileo.ftecs.com].

Two other important fluxes are defined as follows:

Energy Integral flux \[ j(\alpha, E > E_0) = \int_{E_0} j(E, \alpha) dE \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.10)

Omnidirectional flux \[ j(E) = \int_{\Omega} j(E, \alpha) d\Omega = \int_{\Omega} j(E, \alpha) 2\pi \sin \alpha d\alpha \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.11)

In addition to the above fluxes, another convenient variable used to designate distributions of trapped particles in the radiation belt is the phase space density (PSD). The phase space density is the number of particles per unit volume of six-dimensional phase space \( f(\vec{r}, \vec{p}) \). The phase space density is closely related to the differential flux through the following equation:

\[ f(\vec{r}, \vec{p}) = \frac{j(E, \alpha)}{p^2}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.12)

There are many benefits describing the particle distributions in term of phase space density rather than the fluxes. One of them is that the phase space density is conserved along the trajectory of a particle according to Liouville's theorem. The following equation represents the theorem derived by Liouville:
\[
\frac{df(\tilde{r}, \tilde{p}, t)}{dt} = \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{\partial f}{\partial \tilde{r}_i} \dot{r}_i + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{\partial f}{\partial \tilde{p}_i} \dot{p}_i = 0. \tag{1.13}
\]

1.5 **Diffusion theory and particle transport**

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the outer radiation belt is very dynamic and is controlled by solar activity. During some magnetic storms, fluxes of high energy electrons can vary by factors of several hundred.

Figure 1.6 plots the \( Dst \) index variations during one magnetic storm event in November 1993 and the corresponding flux changes for electrons of different energy levels. From this figure, we see that the electron fluxes for all four energy channels decreased during the main phase and increased up to 2 orders of magnitude over the pre-storm level during the recovery phase. Another obvious feature of figure 1.6 is the similarity between the variations of \( Dst \) index and the changes of electron fluxes. This is called the “Dst Effect” and is caused in part by the adiabatic response of relativistic electron fluxes to the dynamics of the magnetosphere during storm time.
Figure 1.6  (a) Hourly average variations of the electron fluxes at geosynchronous orbit (R=6.6 R_E) for November 2~8, 1993, measured by the satellite LANL 1984-129;  (b) the variations of Dst index for the same time period. [H.J.Kim and A.A.Chan, 1997].

Recently much attention has been given to different mechanisms responsible for the variations of high energy electrons. One important method, quasilinear diffusion theory, describes the time evolution of phase space density when one or more adiabatic invariants have
been violated. Particle transport due to the diffusion can be represented by the following Fokker-Planck equation [Haerendel, 1968]:

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + \sum_i \frac{\partial}{\partial J_i} [\Gamma_i f] = \sum_{i,j} \frac{\partial}{\partial J_i} \left[ D_{ij} \frac{\partial f}{\partial J_j} \right] - \frac{f}{\tau} + S, \quad (1.14)$$

where the second term on the left side stands for the coherent term, for example, a friction term, which is usually ignored in this research work. On the right side, the first term represents the diffusion term, and $D_{ij}$ are diffusion coefficients; the loss and source terms are also included as the second and the third terms, and $\tau$ represents an average lifetime of energetic particles in the radiation belt.

As described previously, the period of longitudinal drift motion is much longer than the gyration and bounce motion. Therefore, the third invariant is more easily broken by fluctuations of fields. Assuming the first and the second invariants are conserved and only the third invariant is violated, the particles will only diffuse in the radial direction. This type of diffusion is termed "radial diffusion" and the Fokker-Planck equation can be simplified to the following equation:

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} = L^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial L} \left( \frac{D_{LL}}{L^2} \frac{\partial f}{\partial L} \right) - \frac{f}{\tau} + S. \quad (1.15)$$

Here $L$ is the Roderer L; the radial diffusion coefficient $D_{LL} = \frac{\langle (\Delta L)^2 \rangle}{2}$ represents the rate of the radial transport and the bracket in the definition of $D_{LL}$ denotes the averaged time rate of change in the squared increments of $L$. 
1.6 Wave-Particle interactions

A variety of electromagnetic waves exist throughout the magnetosphere. These waves can have important effects on the distribution of the trapped particles. Assuming the wave growth rate is much less than the real wave frequency, the general local resonance relation between the waves and particles can be expressed as [Kennel and Englemann, 1966]

\[ \omega - k_y v_y + m\Omega = 0. \] (1.16)

Here \( \omega \) is the wave angular frequency, \( k_y \) is the component of wave vector \( \vec{k} \) along the local magnetic field direction, \( \Omega \) is the gyro frequency, and \( \omega \) and \( \vec{k} \) can be related by a plasma dispersion equation.

In this research work, two types of waves, ultra low frequency waves (ULF waves) and very low frequency waves (VLF waves), are of particular importance. ULF waves, which have the same frequency range (~mHz) as the particles’ drift frequencies, are directly relevant to the radial diffusion rate of the particles. During some magnetic storms, the enhancement of the power spectrum of ULF waves leads to the increase of the radial diffusion coefficients. This results in the quick redistribution of the particles from the outer boundary to the inner magnetosphere. In addition, these particles are accelerated by radial diffusion; hence the interactions between ULF waves and particles provide an external source acceleration mechanism.

Another important type of wave, VLF waves, has frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 3KHz. Through cyclotron-resonant interaction with particles, VLF waves can change the pitch angles of the particles. This process is called “pitch-angle diffusion” and plays an important role in the
precipitation of the particles into the atmosphere. In addition, recent observational evidence indicates that particles within geosynchronous orbit can be accelerated to relativistic energies by VLF wave-particle interactions, and then are redistributed through inward or outward diffusion processes [Miyoshi et al., 2003; Meredith et al., 2003]. Hence, VLF waves provide another important acceleration source, a local acceleration source.

1.7 Modeling the radiation belt

Since the discovery of the radiation belts, considerable effort has been invested in developing empirical and physical radiation belt models.

In the early 1970s, the NASA AE8/AP8 model was developed. This model is based on measurements collected by more than 20 satellites from the early sixties through the mid-seventies of the 20th century and can provide omnidirectional, integral fluxes of protons within the energy range of 0.1−400 MeV and electrons within the energy range of 0.04−7 MeV in the radiation belts. However, these empirical models can only provide time-averaged fluxes of these particles, a dynamic radiation belt model is needed for accurate predictions of the fluxes of particles during geomagnetic storms. Several approaches have been used to reproduce the dynamic characteristics of radiation belt particles. Some semi-empirical models applied linear and nonlinear filter techniques [Vassiliadis et al., 2002; Rigler et al., 2004] or neural networks [Koons and Gorney, 1991] to reproduce the observed spatial and temporal variations. The study on the radial diffusion process provides one important numerical method to simulate variations of radiation belt particles by solving equation (1.15). This will be discussed in chapter 2 in more detail [Brautigam and Albert, 2000; Fok et al., 2001; Fei et al., 2006]. Another important method,
MHD-Particle simulation, is used to trace the paths of the "guiding center" of particles in the global MHD magnetic fields; this will be fully described in chapter 3 [Hudson et al., 1996; Elkington et al., 2002].
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Chapter 2
Radial Diffusion Model & Case Studies: Geomagnetic Storms Driven by High Speed Streams

2.1 Introduction

During the declining phase of the solar cycle, coronal holes can give rise to high-speed solar wind streams with 27-day periodicity. These high-speed stream structures in the solar wind result in recurring weak-to-moderate magnetospheric storms with substorm activity that can last for several days [Tsurutani et al., 1995] and can generate large, sustained increases in radiation belt electron fluxes [e.g., Paulikas and Blake, 1979; Baker et al., 1997].

Previous diffusion modeling efforts have concentrated on simulating the dynamics of radiation belt electrons during strong CME storms [e.g., Bourdarie et al., 1996; Brautigam and Albert, 2000]. However, less attention has been given to the enhancements of MeV electron flux in the center of the outer radiation belt (~4 RE) during moderate to weak storms driven by high-speed streams.

To identify specific mechanisms responsible for these enhancements, we constructed a radial diffusion model which uses a time-dependent radial diffusion coefficient parameterized by Kp from Brautigam and Albert [2000], a solar-wind-controlled geosynchronous orbit outer boundary condition from Li et al. [2001], and a Kp-dependent dynamic loss term from Shprits and Thorne [2004]. We primarily use the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field that is driven by solar wind data and Dst, though we also compare results using the T01 magnetic field model [Tsyganenko, 2002] and a dipolar magnetic field. We use our model to investigate the effectiveness of radial transport,
together with electron loss, in simulating the dynamics of outer belt electrons during a typical declining-phase storm.

Rather than attempting to simulate the details of individual events, our goal is to simulate a typical HSS storm (as represented, in idealized form, by Figure 2.1). Although local acceleration of the radiation belt electrons by VLF waves can be important during these events, they are not included in the model. By performing simulations without local acceleration, but with radial transport and loss, we examine to what extent these latter processes account for observed PSD changes. For example, if local acceleration is strong for these events, our simulated PSD should be lower than the observed PSD and we would have to increase our model radial diffusion coefficient \( D_{\perp} \) to obtain better agreement with observations.

2.2 Model inputs

Tsurutani et al. [1995] used a schematic sketch of solar wind and magnetosphere parameters to summarize the characteristics of a series of declining-phase high-speed-stream storms (also known as HILDCAAs). Using this sketch and typical numerical values from individual storms, we constructed a time series of solar wind and magnetosphere parameters for our high-speed-stream model storm, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 Input parameters for our idealized declining phase magnetic storm: (a) solar wind density (cm\(^{-3}\)), (b) solar wind velocity (km/s), (c) IMF Bz (nT), (d) solar wind ram pressure (nPa), (e) Dst index, (f) Kp index, (g) midnight equatorward boundary of the aurora (degrees).

Following the storm progression: first, the initial phase of the storm is caused by low-speed but high-density solar wind (\(V = 400\) km/s, \(n_{max} = 80\) cm\(^{-3}\)) leading to significant positive Dst values. Next, as the solar wind speed increases, the Kp index gradually begins to increase and, during the main phase of the storm, there are large fluctuations of IMF Bz (\(|B_{z, max}| = 20\) nT). The minimum Dst around -70nT indicates this is a moderate storm. As the Earth is engulfed in a high-speed, low-density solar-wind stream (\(V_{max} = 700\) km/s, \(n = 8\) cm\(^{-3}\)), the Kp index continues to increase until it reaches the maximum value of 6. The recovery phase of the storm is long, slow and associated with a high-speed solar wind which decreases slightly from 700 km/s to
580 km/s in roughly 4 days, at constant $Kp = 4$, with continuing small IMF $B_z$ fluctuations ($|B_{z\text{max}}|=3$ nT). The recovery phase of HSS storms is also characterized by prolonged substorm activity.

Our model requires $Kp$ for the diffusion coefficient and electron lifetime and $Kp$ was not parameterized in the Tsurutani’s study. Therefore, we examined the relationship between the $Kp$ and $Dst$ indices for 11 well-defined HILDCAA events between December 1994 and September 1996 studied by Hulmer et al. [2000]. For all these events, $Kp$ increased to a maximum value around the time when $Dst$ was minimum, then $Kp$ would decrease by about 2 units (over about 12 hours) and then maintain that value during the long, slow recovery phase.

Similarly, the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval at midnight (ABI, aurora boundary index) is not included in the Tsurutani et al. [1995] paper, but it is needed for the magnetic field model. We calculated it based on the formula published by Gussenhoven et al. [1983]:

$$ABI = 67.78 - 2.068 \times Kp.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

2.3 Model description

In our radiation belt model, we considered only equatorial radiation belt electrons. The electron differential flux $j(r, E)$ is converted to phase space density $f(M, L^*)$ using $f = j/p^2$, where $M$ is the first adiabatic invariant, $L^*$ is the Roederer L-shell [Roederer, 1970] and $p$ is the relativistic momentum.

The first invariant $M$ is divided into 60 MeV/G wide bins from 200 MeV/G to 6000 MeV/G. The Roederer L-shell $L^*$ is divided into bins of width 0.05 from 2 to 7. As mentioned in chapter one, in this thesis we will use the symbol $L$ for the Roederer L-shell value, rather than $L^*$. 
Because our model is being developed as a module within the Space Weather Modeling Framework and is designed to run with a global MHD model [Tóth et al., 2005], we attempted to primarily use solar-wind parameters as inputs. For example, instead of using actual GEO data, we used the solar-wind-driven predictive model of Li et al. [2001] for the outer boundary conditions (refer to appendix B for an introduction to the space weather modeling framework).

### 2.3.1 Kp-dependent $D_{LL}$

Our model uses the standard radial diffusion equation with a loss term [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]:

$$
\frac{df}{dt} = L^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial L} \left( \frac{D_{LL}}{L^2} \frac{\partial f}{\partial L} \right) - \frac{f}{\tau_L},
$$

(2.2)

where $D_{LL}$ is the radial diffusion coefficient, and $\tau_L$ is the lifetime of relativistic electrons. Equation (2) is solved using the Crank-Nicholson method with a time step of 4 minutes. We used the radial diffusion coefficient developed by Brautigam and Albert [2000], which is based on the observational results and utilizes input parameters that are convenient for our purpose:

$$
D_{LL} = D_{LL}^M + D_{LL}^E,
$$

(2.3)

where $D_{LL}^M$ is the rate of radial diffusion due to the fluctuations of the magnetic field, and $D_{LL}^E$ is derived from the electric field fluctuations. Both coefficients are Kp-related:
\[ D_{LL}^M = 10^{(0.506Kp-9.325)} L^{10} \]
\[ D_{LL}^E = \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{cE_{rms}}{B_0} \right)^2 \left[ \frac{T}{1 + (\omega_d T/2)^2} \right] L^5 \]
\[ \omega_d = \left( \frac{3Mc}{eL^2R^2} \right)^{1/2} \left( 1 + \frac{2MB}{E_0} \right)^{-1/2} \]
\[ E_{rms}(Kp) = 0.26(Kp-1) + 0.1 mV/m \]

where \( \omega_d \) is the electron drift frequency, \( E_{rms} \) is the root mean square of the electric field amplitude, \( T \) is an exponential decay time (0.75 hour) and \( E_0 \) is the electron rest energy (0.511 MeV).

Figure 2.2(a) is a plot of \( D_{LL}^M \) vs. \( L \) for different \( Kp \). Blue symbols are the results according to the above formula. Red Symbols represent the discrete values of \( D_{LL}^M \) at \( L = 4.0 \) and \( L = 6.6 \) based on the measurements of ULF geomagnetic power at the ground stations near \( L = 4 \) and at synchronous equatorial altitude [Lanzerotti and Morgan, 1973; Lanzerotti et al., 1978]. These values are calculated from the power spectra of geomagnetic field variations, using the formula of Falthammar [1966] and a model magnetosphere [Mead, 1964]. In Figure 2.2(b), \( D_{LL}^E \) is plotted for \( M = 2100 \) MeV/G (\( \sim 1 \) MeV at geosynchronous orbit) and different \( Kp \) values. Comparison of Figure 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) shows that, for the particles with \( M = 2100 \) MeV/G, \( D_{LL}^M \) is higher than \( D_{LL}^E \), especially at high \( L \) and for high \( Kp \).
Figure 2.2(a) $D_{LL}'$ is plotted as a function of $L$, for $Kp=1$ to $Kp=6$.

Figure 2.2(b) $D_{LL}'$ is plotted as a function of $L$, for $Kp=1$ to $Kp=6$ and $M=2100$ MeV/G.
2.3.2 The Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field model

For the magnetic field, we used the Hilmer-Voigt [1995] magnetic field model developed for the Magnetospheric Specification Model (MSM) [Freeman et al., 1994]. The Hilmer-Voigt model is flexible and analytic and thus can represent a wide variety of magnetic field configurations under different levels of magnetic activity. It contains contributions from a dipolar field, ring-current, tail current, and magnetopause current. It takes four input parameters: (1) dipole tilt, (2) magnetopause standoff distance, (3) midnight equatorward boundary of the aurora, and (4) $D_{st}$ index. In our simulations, we assume the dipole tilt is zero, but the other three parameters vary according to the values in Figure 2.1.

Using the magnetic field model, we compute the Roederer L-shell using the standard formula [Roederer, 1970]:

$$L = \frac{2\pi\mu_{E}}{R_{E}\Phi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where $\mu_{E}$ is the geomagnetic moment and can be regarded as a constant for the time scales considered here. $\Phi$ is the magnetic flux enclosed by a drift shell and is computed by mapping the drift shell (the contour of constant $B$ on the equatorial plane) to the ionosphere and calculating the magnetic flux inside that curve (refer to Appendix A for more detail).

2.3.3 Initial conditions and boundary conditions

For the initial phase-space density, we convert the flux $j$ given by the AE8MIN Model [Vette, 1991] to phase-space density as a function of the adiabatic invariants using the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field model.
The inner boundary is simply fixed at \( L = 2.0 \) with the value calculated from the AE8MIN model. The location of the outer boundary is chosen to be the minimum of \( L_c \) vs. \( L_s \), with \( L_c \) defined as the last closed drift shell multiplied by a factor of 0.9 in order to avoid Shabansky orbits [Shabansky, 1971] and \( L_s \) defined as the Roederer L-value of the drift orbit that crosses local midnight at 6.6 \( R_E \). The time-dependent PSD at the outer boundary is calculated using the model of Li et al. [2001]. This model uses solar wind inputs to predict the MeV electron flux at geostationary orbit.

2.3.4 Electron lifetime and pitch angle diffusion

Pitch-angle diffusion is also important in radiation belt dynamics, but a detailed simulation of this process is beyond the scope of this work. Instead, to evaluate the effects of loss by pitch-angle diffusion, we divide the modeling grid into two regions using the plasmapause as the boundary. For the location of the plasmapause, we used the formula:

\[
L_{pp} = 5.6 - 0.46 \, Kp_{max}
\]  

(2.6)

where \( Kp_{max} \) is the maximum \( Kp \) value in the preceding 24 hours [Carpenter and Anderson, 1992].

Within the plasmapause during storm times we used CRRES observations to estimate the lifetime of energetic electrons [Meredith et al., 2006]. The values range from 2.0-5.0 days for 510KeV electrons to 5.5-6.5 days for 1.09MeV electrons. For electrons with higher energy than 1.09MeV, we calculated their lifetimes by using piece-wise linear extrapolation. Figure 2.3 shows the lifetimes for 214KeV, 510KeV, 1.09MeV and 3.00MeV electrons within the plasmasphere following a magnetic storm.
Inside the plasmapause the lifetime of high energy electrons before the storm is scaled by multiplying 10 days by $(35/10)^2$, where we assume a nominal VLF wave amplitude of 10 pT for quiet time and 35 pT for the moderate storm.

For the zone outside the plasmapause, we used an estimate of the Kp-dependent energetic-electron lifetime $\tau_L$ given by Shprits and Thorne [2004]. In their model, $\tau_L$ varies linearly with $Kp$ from $\tau_L = 3$ day when $Kp = 2$ to $\tau_L = 0.5$ day when $Kp = 6$. Also note that in their model, $\tau_L$ is independent of energy and $L$.

![Electron Lifetime vs. L Shell](image)

**Figure 2.3** Electron Lifetimes for different energy electrons following a magnetic storm. Here the lifetimes for 214KeV, 510KeV, 1.09MeV electrons are measure results from CRRESS. Lifetime for 3.0MeV electron is calculated using linear extrapolation.
2.4 Simulation results

2.4.1 PSD vs. L and time

Figure 2.4 presents simulation results of the radiation belt model for $M = 2100 \text{MeV}/\text{G}$, which corresponds to 1 MeV at geosynchronous orbit in a dipole magnetic field. The top panel shows phase space density (PSD) computed including loss ($f_{\text{LOSS}}(L,t)$), while the second panel shows phase space density computed assuming no loss ($f(L,t)$). The third panel plots the ratio of $f_{\text{LOSS}}/f$. The white line shows $L_c$, 90 percent of the last closed drift orbit; the green line shows $L_g$, the Roederer L-value of the drift orbit that crosses local midnight at 6.6 $R_E$; and the blue line shows the location of the plasmapause. The outer boundary of the simulation region is $L_{\text{max}} = \min(L_c, L_g)$. In the region $L > L_{\text{max}}$ (outside the simulation region), we plot the value of the PSD at the outer boundary $L_{\text{max}}$ in order to show the time variations of $f(L_{\text{max}})$, but these values should not be interpreted as the physical values of $f$ for $L > L_{\text{max}}$.

In this figure, the PSD exhibits an almost static distribution with peak value at $L = 5 - 6$ for the period $t = 0$ to $t = 0.6$ day during quiet solar wind conditions. The first change occurs between $t=0.6$ day and $t=1$ day when Dst is positive and increases slightly due to the increased solar wind pressure. During the time interval ($t=0$ to $t=1.6$) $f_{\text{LOSS}}$ (computed including loss) and $f$ (no loss) are very similar because the loss rate is too low to cause any observable change.

A period of high-speed, low density solar wind begins at about $t=1.1$ day. The negative value of $Dst$ (minimum -70nT) indicates a moderate storm. The most dramatic solar wind change is the highly fluctuating $B_z$ component. From about $t=1.1$ day to $t=1.8$ day, PSD decreases in the region $L \geq 4.4$ due to outward diffusion.
Figure 2.4  Modeling result for energetic electrons (M=2100MeV/G). The top panel shows \(\log_{10}(\mathcal{L}_{\text{loss}} (\text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{MeV}^{-1} \text{c}^{-1}))\) computed including estimated loss by precipitation (see text); the second panel shows \(\log_{10}(\mathcal{C}(\text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1} \text{MeV}^{-2} \text{c}^{-1}))\), which is computed assuming no loss. The third panel is \(\log_{10}(\mathcal{L}_{\text{loss}}/\mathcal{C})\). The white line represents \(L_\alpha\) the green line is \(L_\beta\) and the blue line shows the location of the plasmapause. The time is in days.
An obvious increase of PSD at the outer boundary begins at \( t = 1.9 \) day when the storm has entered the recovery phase. The velocity of the solar wind has almost reached the maximum value (700 km/s) and \( Kp \) reaches the value of 6 at approximately the same time. In the early recovery phase (\( t = 1.9 \) to 3.3 day), the PSD has increased by a factor of 100 at \( L>4 \) and particles are quickly diffused to lower \( L \) values. By \( t = 2.5 \) day, a significant increase of PSD is observed at all \( L>4.5 \). The corresponding steep gradient (i.e., the region of transition from red to orange in Figure 2.4(a)) in PSD moves from \( L = 4.5 \) at \( t = 2.5 \) day to \( L = 3.5 \) at \( t = 6 \) day.

After \( t = 3.5 \) (\( Kp=4 \)), the maximum difference between \( f \) and \( f_{LOSS} \) occurs at \( L=3-3.5 \) where \( f_{LOSS} \) is approximately four times smaller than \( f \). However at \( t = 4.5 \) day \( f \) and \( f_{LOSS} \) have similar values for \( L > 4 \) and the simulation shows that the loss effect is not important in the region \( 4.2 \leq L \leq 6.6 \). We will study the loss rates in this region in the next section.

The location of the plasmapause is shown by the blue curve. It decreases from \( L = 4.68 \) to \( L = 3.76 \) as \( Kp \) increases from 2 to 4. The bottom panel of figure 2.4 shows that the loss effect seems to be more important within the plasmapause during the later recovery phase of the storm. Overall the loss term doesn’t have a strong effect on the simulation results for transport between geosynchronous and \( L = 4.0 \) because that again is dominated by radial transport.

### 2.4.2 PSD vs. time and comparison with observations

The top panel of Figure 2.5 from Hilmer et al. [2000] plots six-hour averages of phase space density near \( R \sim 6.6R_E \) from the Los Alamos spacecraft 1984-129, 1991-080, 1987-097, 1989-046, 1990-095, and 1994-084 for \( M \sim 2100 \) MeV/G SOPA data. Also plotted are PSD at \( R \sim 4.2R_E \) from the GPS Navstar NS-24 and NS-28 spacecraft for \( M \sim 1000-3300 \) MeV/G, from BDD-II dosimeters. For 26 of the 31 HSS events studied, Hilmer et al. found that as long as the recovery-
phase average of $K_p$ was above 3.25, the PSD at geosynchronous orbit was higher than at $R = 4.2$ \(R_E\) and that the changes at $R = 4.2 \, R_E$ were consistent with inward radial diffusion from geosynchronous orbit. To compare with the Hilmer et al. PSD, we calculated the flux from the model PSD which uses the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field and then used a dipole magnetic field to convert that model flux to PSD. Also the PSD values from Hilmer et al. at geosynchronous orbit are at radial distance $R=6.6R_E$ rather than Roederer $L=6.6$ and similarly the GPS location is $R=4.2R_E$ rather than $L=4.2$.

The middle panel is the model result for phase space density at $R\sim 6.6 \, R_E$ and $R\sim 4.2 \, R_E$ for the HSS solar-wind conditions of Figure 1. In the main phase of the storm, the phase space density at $6.6R_E$ has a small but apparent decrease in both data and model results. Similarly, at the beginning of the recovery phase, a sharp and large increase in both phase space densities is observed at $6.6 \, R_E$. In both data and model results, the PSD increases in the recovery phase by a factor of $\sim 100$ over its pre-storm value and maintains that high value for the rest of the recovery phase. The good agreement of observed and model PSD at $R = 6.6 \, R_E$ confirms the accuracy of the Li et al. [2001] model at the outer boundary.
Figure 2.5 Model results compared with observations. (1) The top panel shows six-hour averages of phase space density near $R \sim 6.6R_E$ ($M \sim 2100$ MeV/G) and $R \sim 4.2R_E$ ($M \sim 1000-2100$ MeV/G) from the observations of Hilmer et al. [2000] for Julian Day 28-34, 1995; the different curves refer to different spacecraft (see text). (2) Calculated phase space density $f_i$ for $(R \sim 6.6R_E, M \sim 2100), (R \sim 4.2R_E, M \sim 1000), (R \sim 4.2R_E, M \sim 2100)$, using $D_{Li}$ from equation 4; (3) Modeling result using $D_{Li}/2$. 
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However, there are differences between the model and observations at $R = 4.2$ Re. Model results are plotted for $M = 2100$ MeV/G (the same value as the GEO PSD) and also for $M = 1000$ MeV/G. Because of the steep slope of the energy spectrum, the PSD from the $M = 1000-3300$ MeV/G GPS instruments is expected to be dominated by the $M\sim 1000$ MeV/G particles. During the main phase, there is good agreement between model and data with both showing a weak drop. However, differences become apparent in the recovery phase. The simulation shows a slightly faster enhancement than the observations and reaches a higher final value. The simulation results show that the effect of the loss term is relatively weak between $L = 6.6$ and $L = 4.2$; these differences must be due to different radial diffusion rates.

To test the sensitivity of the model results to the radial-diffusion coefficient $D_{ll}$, we divided the Brautigam and Albert [2001] formula by a factor of 2. As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5, the simulation results then reproduce the observational results more accurately by improving both the rate of increase of PSD and the final value.

To further study the evolution of phase space density at $R = 4.2$ Re, we compared our simulation results with another high-speed-stream event in July 1995 from Hilmer et al. [2001] where the observations show no growth of phase space density at this location. To investigate Hilmer et al.'s conclusion that the growth rate in phase space density at $R = 4.2$ Re depended crucially on the average of the $Kp$ index, the simulation was rerun with the $Kp$ maximum reduced from 6 to 5 and the $Kp$ values during the recovery phase reduced from 4 to 3.
Figure 2.6 Model results compared with observations. (1) The top panel shows Hilmer et al. [2000] observations for Julian Day 195-201, 1995; the points are six-hour averages of phase space density near $R \sim 6.6$ $R_E$ ($M \sim 2100$ MeV/G) and $R \sim 4.2$ $R_E$ ($M \sim 1000-2100$ MeV/G). (2) The second panel shows simulated values of $f_i$ for $(R \sim 6.6$ $R_E$, $M \sim 2100)$, $(R \sim 4.2$ $R_E$, $M \sim 1000)$, $(R \sim 4.2$ $R_E$, $M \sim 2100)$, using $D_{UL}$; (3) The bottom panel shows the modeling result for $D_{UL}/2$. 
These results from the run, shown in Figure 2.6, illustrate the same pattern as the previous simulation run. That is, the model PSD at $R = 4.2 \, R_E$ using the full Brautigam-Albert $D_{LL}$ (middle panel) increases substantially, but with the Brautigam-Albert $D_{LL}$ reduced by a factor of 2 (bottom panel), the PSD stays fairly flat as shown in the observations. Thus the simulation results are consistent with our previous conclusion: the model results agree better with observations if we divide the *Brautigam and Albert* [2000] diffusion coefficient by 2.

### 2.4.3 Rate of Growth

To compare various model results with measurements, we calculated the rate of increase of electron PSD at $R = 4.2 \, R_E$ (from *Hilmer et al.* [2000]) by

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{t_{\text{max}} - t_0} \ln \left( \frac{f_{\text{max}}}{f_0} \right)$$

(2.7)

where $t_0$ is the time when the phase space density begins to increase and has value $f_0$. $t_{\text{max}}$ is the time when the phase space density has reached the value $f_{\text{max}}$. During the recovery phase, PSD usually first grows quickly, then either stays constant or has a very slow increase. We used two straight line to fit the PSD during these two stages and define $f_{\text{max}}$ to be the value of PSD at the intersection point of the two straight lines.
Figure 2.7 Comparison of observed rate of change of PSD (λ) vs. recovery-phase Kp, as tabulated by Hilmer et al. [2000], with model runs using Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field and a dipolar magnetic field, and both the nominal Brautigam-Albert diffusion coefficient and that coefficient divided by 2.

Figure 2.7 shows rates of PSD increase λ, for several values of the recovery-phase Kp. The circles denote measured values from Hilmer et al. [2000]. Also shown are model results computed assuming the full Brautigam-Albert diffusion coefficient D_{LL} (using the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field model and a dipolar magnetic field) and also assuming that the Brautigam and Albert D_{LL} has been reduced by a factor of 2. The differences between the Hilmer-Voigt and dipole field values show the effect of the ring current contribution to the magnetic field model which will be examined more closely in the next section.

The model runs in Figure 2.7 use the same input parameters shown in Figure 1, but with a range of Kp values. Because other parameters in the Hilmer et al. observations do not change
significantly compared to our model storm, we changed only the recovery-phase $K_p$. The initial $K_p$ is not changed, but we assume the maximum $K_p$ is two units higher than the recovery-phase $K_p$. The $\lambda$ values for recovery-phase $K_p$ values of 4 and 3 are obtained from previous runs shown as Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

This plot shows again that dividing the Brautigam-Albert diffusion coefficients by a factor of 2 produces better agreement between model and observation. The model results with $D_{el/2}$ also reproduce the observed result that PSD does not increase significantly unless $K_p$ is greater than about 3.25. Note that for $K_p \sim 6$, the simulated $\lambda$ is significantly smaller than the observed result. However, this event (event 8 in the Hilmer et al. paper) is not a typical HSS event because $B_z$ remains negative for a substantial portion of the event and does not change sign multiple times as in a typical HSS event. We used this event because it is the only observational point available at $K_p \sim 6$).

### 2.4.4 Sensitivity to magnetic field model

To understand the sensitivity of our simulation results to the underlying magnetic field model, we compared simulation results calculated using three different magnetic field models: the Hilmer-Voigt [Hilmer et al., 1995] model described in section 3, the T01 model [Tsyganenko, 2002], and a dipolar magnetic field.

The three panels of figure 2.8 show qualitatively similar results during the recovery phase, but there are quantitative differences during the main phase and the early recovery phase which are most likely due to differences in the ring current field of the different magnetic field models.
Figure 2.8 Simulation results using different magnetic field models: (a) the Hilmer-Voigt model; (b) the T01 Model; (c) a dipolar magnetic field.
To investigate the effect of the ring current field in more detail, in Figure 2.9 we plot the Roederer $L$ values versus time at a radial distance of $R=4.2R_E$ at midnight, for the three magnetic field models. The variations of $L$ with time for different fields shows that the main phase and early recovery phase PSD differences are due to ring current field changes. During the main phase, the inflation of an electron drift shell is responsible for the decrease of phase space density at $R=4.2R_E$ (but not at $L = 4.2$) as expected for the so-called Dst effect [e.g., *Kim and Chan*, 1997]. Also the T01 model displays a larger decrease in $L$ than the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field model which in turn produces the larger decrease of phase space density during the main phase. The dipolar field does not exhibit this Dst effect since it does not include the ring-current field.

The recovery of the inner-magnetosphere magnetic field as Dst decays back to zero brings particles to lower radial distances. Since the dipolar magnetic field does not exhibit this effect, the rate of radial transport during the recovery phase is slower for the dipole magnetic field than for the other two models. The rate of PSD increase for the T01 model is slightly larger than for the Hilmer-Voigt model. However, the overall difference in PSD between the Hilmer-Voigt and T01 magnetic field models is not large, which is expected for these moderate storms.
Figure 2.9  The variation of Roederer L-values (for the drift shell corresponding to \( R = 4.2R_e \) at midnight) plotted during the model storm for three different magnetic field models.

2.4.5 PSD driven by real input parameters

To test the efficiency of our generic model storm as a good duplication of individual events, we reran our radial diffusion model for the two HSSWS events in section 2.4.2 with actual solar wind drivers.

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the solar wind conditions, magnetic indices and the simulation results of electron phase space densities for the two storms in January 1995 and July 1995. Comparing the figures with the simulation results using model input parameters (Figures 2.5 and 2.6), we find the modeled phase space densities do not come out significantly different. The main difference between the model runs is during the latter stages of the recovery phase as shown in Figure 2.6 and 2.11. The run using actual input data (Figure 2.11) shows a dropout in simulated PSD which is observed by the measured values. However, the simulated input run (Figure 2.6)
does not show the drop out of the PSD so that using solar wind drivers instead of model parameters can actually improve the agreement between model results and measured results.

Further, we explore the sensitivity of the model results to the diffusion coefficients using the January 1995 storm event. Figure 2.12 shows the simulated phase space density using the Brautigam and Albert $D_{LL}$ divided by factors: 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. The results show a spread in the phase space density comparable to the spread in the GPS measurements. Therefore we can conclude that good agreement between the observations and the simulation results can be obtained using the Brautigam and Albert $D_{LL}$ reduced by a factor within the range $2 \pm 0.5$. 
Figure 2.10 Simulation results of phase space density driven by real input parameters for the HSSWS event in January, 1995.
Figure 2.11 Simulation results of phase space density driven by real input parameters for the HSSWS event in July, 1995.
Figure 2.12 Simulation results of phase space density driven by real input parameters for the HSSWS event in January, 1995, for different diffusion coefficients.

Compared with real data, it is clear that the Brautigam and Albert formula of $D_{LL}^M$ overestimates the diffusion rate at geosynchronous orbit for high $Kp$ ($Kp = 3$ and 4). To test the effect of the discrepancy between the Brautigam and Albert formula and measured results, we calculated the $D_{LL}^M$ directly from the measured values (red symbols in Figure 2.2(a)) and reran the two events in January 1995 and July 1995. In figure 2.13, we compare new modeling PSD (red curves) with results using Brautigam-Albert formula of $D_{LL}^M$ (blue curves). The new results are more consistent with the satellite measurements. However there is still some discrepancy between the new model results and measured PSD.
Figure 2.13  Model results of phase space density with measured $D_{LL}$ (red curves) and Brautigam- Albert formula of $D_{LL}$ (blue curves) are compared at $L=4.2$. 
2.4.6 Error due to pitch angle assumptions

Though our model traces equatorially-mirroring particles, we compared with observational values from GEO and GPS spacecraft that are closer to being omni-directional fluxes than fluxes of equatorial-mirroring particles, and there is some error involved in this procedure. The error can be estimated by using another simple approximation that we could have made, namely that of an isotropic pitch-angle distribution. That is, we could have assumed that the geosynchronous pitch-angle distribution was isotropic and that the particles underwent strong, elastic pitch-angle scattering as they underwent radial transport. In the two cases, the radial diffusion equation would be exactly the same. The crucial difference in the two lies in the fact that they imply different amounts of adiabatic acceleration between the two locations.

In the isotropic-pitch-angle case, the relevant invariant [Chen and Schulz, 2001] is

$$
\Lambda = P^3 \Psi ,
$$

where $\Psi = \int ds / B$ and $P$ is the relativistic momentum. The energy $W_4$ at $L=4$ that corresponds to the same $\Lambda$ as energy $W_{6,6}$ at geo is given by

$$
W_4^2 = m^2 c^4 + \left( \frac{\Psi_{6,6}}{\Psi_4} \right)^{2/3} (W_{6,6}^2 - m^2 c^4) ,
$$

whereas, for equatorially-mirroring particles the corresponding expression is

$$
W_4^2 = m^2 c^4 + \frac{B_{e4}}{B_{e6,6}} (W_{6,6}^2 - m^2 c^4) ,
$$

where $B_e$ is the equatorial magnetic field. To get a rough idea of the difference, consider the ultra-relativistic approximation. In that case, the isotropic-pitch-angle approximation implies that
the particles have their energies increased by a factor of \( \left( \frac{\Psi_{6.6}}{\Psi_{4}} \right)^{1/3} \), whereas in the equatorial-mirroring case, the factor is \( \left( \frac{B_{e4}}{B_{e6.6}} \right)^{1/2} \). For a dipole magnetic field \( \Psi \propto L^4 \), while \( B_e \propto L^3 \), so that \( \left( \frac{\Psi_{6.6}}{\Psi_{4}} \right)^{1/3} \approx 1.95 \) and \( \left( \frac{B_{e4}}{B_{e6.6}} \right)^{1/2} \approx 2.12 \), so the estimated energy at \( L=4 \), corresponding to a given geosynchronous energy, is about 9% smaller in the case of isotropic pitch angles than in the case of equatorially-mirroring particles. Given the general imprecision of the comparisons due to the wide pass-bands of the GPS particle detector, this is a small error. Also, we calculated the error using the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic fields and obtained an error of about 15% to 18%, which is still relatively small.

2.5. Summary and discussion

Geomagnetic activity in the declining phase of the solar cycle is characterized by long-lasting high-speed solar wind streams that originate in solar coronal holes. We developed a radial transport radiation belt model with a time-dependent outer boundary condition, time-dependent magnetic field model, \( Kp \)-dependent loss rates, and a \( Kp \)-dependent radial diffusion coefficient to study the changes in the phase space density of relativistic electrons for a typical high-speed-stream model storm.

Our simulation results show that during the main phase of the storm, the phase space density at the outer boundary exhibits a slight decrease, but during the long recovery phase there is a
large, rapid increase in PSD at the outer boundary which then quickly diffuses to lower $L$. Also, the loss lifetime does not have a large effect in the region $4.2 < L < 6.6$ at any time during the storm.

The agreement is very good between the simulation results and observations of Hilmer et al. [2000] during the main phase of the storm at both $R = 6.6 \, R_E$ and $R = 4.2 \, R_E$. However, in the recovery phase the simulation results at $R = 4.2 \, R_E$ show a more rapid enhancement of PSD than the observations, which indicates the need to assume a weaker radial diffusion coefficient. We found that reducing the Brautigam-Albert $D_{LL}$ by a factor of two gives good agreement between the observations and the model results. The loss lifetime is reasonably accurate since it is based on comparisons with observations [Shprits and Thorne, 2004; Meredith et al., 2006], and our simulation results show that they are insensitive to the loss rate.

We explored the sensitivity of our model to the input parameters and the diffusion coefficient model. We found that both using real solar wind drivers and using the measured diffusion coefficient can help to improve the discrepancy between the model results and observed PSD.

Using alternative magnetic field models we found differences that appear during the main phase and early recovery phase which suggests that the magnetic field, due to the ring current field, is playing a role. However, as would be expected for the relatively weak HSS storms, the ring current effects are not significantly large.

The effects of different magnetic field models may explain why the Brautigam and Albert formula overestimates particle diffusion. The Brautigam and Albert [2000] diffusion coefficient was calculated to maximize agreement with the discrete values at $L=4.0$ from Lanzerotti and Morgan [1973] and those at $L=6.6$ from Lanzerotti et al. [1978]. However Lanzerotti et al. based their estimate of the diffusion coefficient using the Mead magnetic field model [Mead, 1964],...
which did not have a ring current field. When empirical diffusion coefficients were derived from
data assuming a dipolar field or some other field that does not represent the ring-current inflation,
the resulting diffusion coefficients combine the effects of two different mechanisms for radial
transport, namely true radial diffusion that involves violation of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} invariant and collapse of
the field due to decay of the ring current. More quantitatively, Figure 2.10 shows that this effect
is not large enough to explain a factor of two difference in $D_{LL}$, because it causes a change in $\lambda$
(shown by the vertical lines), which is less than half of the difference in $\lambda$ using $D_{LL}$, compared
to using $D_{LL}/2$.

In addition to radial transport, local energization by cyclotron resonances with VLF waves
has been proposed as a mechanism for MeV electron increases near $R-4R_E$ [e.g., Horne and
Thorne, 1998; Summers et al., 1998; Summers and Ma, 2000]. Results in this paper show that
good agreement between observations and simulations is obtained without this process. This may
be an indication that radiation belt electron transport between geosynchronous orbit and $R-4R_E$
is dominated by radial diffusion rather than by local energization, for these declining-phase high-
speed solar-wind stream storms. On the other hand, chorus VLF waves are expected to be strong
for these HSS storms [Meredith et al., 2003] and so simulations which include local acceleration
should also be performed. Similarly, radial diffusion calculations should be carried out for events
other than HSS storms, including CME-driven storms, preferably also including effects of VLF
waves and realistic magnetic field models, so that effects of both processes can be compared
quantitatively.

Yue Chen [2006] calculated the PSD gradients using the data from multiple satellites (LANL
Geosynchronous satellites, POLAR and GPS). The results showed that during storms, negative
radial gradients are observed in the L-range from 5-9 and then developed into a peak around L~6. Then inward radial diffusion could transport the PSD into the deeper inner magnetic field. Although the results are currently limited to storms during the solar maximum, local acceleration provides another possible interpretation for the temporal variation of relativistic electron fluxes during the HSSWS in the declining phase of solar cycle.
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Chapter 3

MHD-Particle simulation of a high-speed stream storm

3.1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, many empirical and numerical models [Li et al., 1993; Hudson et al., 1997, Elkington et al., 2000] have been developed to trace the variations of the fluxes of outer radiation belt electrons. One important approach is to utilize numerical methods to solve the Fokker-Planck equations [Bourdarie et al., 1996; Schulz, 1996; Shprits et al., 2005]. However, as we have described in chapter two, it is usually difficult to estimate relevant transport coefficients exactly.

Another method, which is more fundamental and direct, is MHD-Particle simulation. This approach tracks radiation belt dynamics by tracing the guiding center of test particles in the MHD electric and magnetic fields and using Liouville's theorem to evolve an initial phase space density. However, even considering the great advances in computational power and parallel techniques, it is still very time consuming to trace the trajectories of a large number of particles at each time step.

In this research work, we introduce a new algorithm, adapted from Nunn's Vlasov Hybrid Simulation (VHS) method [Nunn, 1993], and couple it with a MHD-Particle code developed by Elkington et al. [2002]. The new algorithm has the advantage of making more efficient use of test particles. As a result, the computational performance has been greatly enhanced. Another positive feature is that with the new technique we can simulate the dynamic boundary conditions and loss lifetime of electrons easily.
Using the new radiation belt model, we have simulated the evolution of the outer radiation belt during one typical high-speed solar wind storm event. Good agreement between the simulation results and the satellite measurements of energetic particles in the outer radiation belt is obtained.

We have also calculated the radial diffusion coefficients from Fourier analysis of the global MHD fields. Using the newly calculated coefficients, we ran our radial diffusion model described in chapter two for this storm event. The computational results are briefly discussed.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: a global MHD code, “LFM code”, and a two-dimensional test-particle code are described in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we introduce Nunn’s VHS method. A new method to calculate the phase space density of electrons is fully developed in section 3.4. In section 3.5, a case study of the January 1995 storm event is presented. The simulation results of this event are discussed in section 3.6. Sections 3.7 and 3.8 are mainly about the calculation of diffusion coefficients from the power spectrum of MHD fields. Further, we ran our radial transport model of chapter two using the new radial diffusion coefficients and the results are discussed in section 3.9. Finally, conclusions and discussion are presented in section 3.10.

3.2 MHD Particle Simulation Code

In this work, we use a test-particle simulation code, which was developed by Elkington et al. [2002] and can track the “guiding center” drift motion of relativistic particles in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) electromagnetic fields.
3.2.1 Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry MHD code

MHD simulation is one valid and practical approach to simulate the earth's electromagnetic fields by solving the following ideal MHD equations (for some in-depth discussion of these equations, refer to the book *Plasma Dynamics* by R.O. Dendy [1990]):

Continuity: \( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \rho + \rho \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0 \)

Momentum: \( \rho \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \rho \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{u} + \nabla p - \mathbf{j} \times \mathbf{B} = 0 \)

Induction: \( \frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} + \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = 0 \)

Pressure: \( \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla p + \gamma p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0 \) \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

In order to solve the above equations, J. G. Lyon, J. A. Fedder and C. Mobarry [Fedder et al., 1995a; Mobarry et al., 1996] developed a three-dimensional, numerical simulation code, which is commonly called "LFM global MHD code". This code uses time-dependent solar wind data as input parameters and can reproduce the dynamic topology of the earth's electromagnetic fields from 30 to -300 R\(_E\) in the X direction of solar magnetic coordinates, 100 to -100 R\(_E\) in both Y and Z directions.

3.2.2 Guiding-Center Particle Simulation

The LFM model can provide the global MHD magnetic fields. In this section, a test particle code which traces the guiding center motion of particles in the MHD fields will be described.

As mentioned in section 3.1, test particle simulation is one method to calculate the dynamics of high energy particles in the outer radiation belt. It directly traces the trajectories of these charged particles in the electric and magnetic fields of the earth by solving guiding center
equations. Guiding center equations are used because it is impractical to integrate the full Lorentz equations of motion, due to the short period of the gyration for these energetic particles (~ ms). We use the following relativistic guiding center equations derived by Brizard and Chan [1999]:

\[
\frac{d\vec{r}}{dt} = c \frac{\vec{E} \times \hat{b}}{B^*_\parallel} + \frac{Mc}{q\gamma} \frac{\hat{b} \times \nabla B}{B^*_\parallel} + \frac{p^2_{\parallel}}{\gamma m_0} \frac{\vec{B}^*}{B^*_\parallel},
\]

(3.2)

\[
\frac{dp_{\parallel}}{dt} = \frac{\vec{B}^*}{B^*_\parallel} \left( q\vec{E} - \frac{M}{\gamma} \nabla B \right),
\]

(3.3)

with

\[
\vec{B}^* = \vec{B} + \frac{cE_{\parallel}}{q} \nabla \times \hat{b},
\]

(3.4)

\[
B^*_\parallel = \hat{b} \cdot \vec{B}^* = B \left( 1 + \frac{cE_{\parallel}}{qB} \hat{b} \cdot \nabla \times \hat{b} \right).
\]

(3.5)

Here \( \hat{b} \) is the unit vector in the direction of the local magnetic field; the three items on the right side of equation (3.2) represent "\( \vec{E} \times \vec{B} \)" drift, "grad-B" drift and "curvature drift", respectively.

If we assume that \( V_{\parallel} \) and \( \nabla \times \hat{b} \) equal zero, we can get the 2D guiding-center equations on the equatorial plane from equation (3.2) and (3.3)

\[
\frac{\partial r}{\partial t} = c \frac{E_\phi}{B} + \frac{Mc}{q\gamma r} \frac{\partial B}{B},
\]

(3.6)

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} = -c \frac{E_r}{rB} - \frac{Mc}{q\gamma r} \frac{\partial B}{B}
\]

(3.7)
In this research work, we use a 2D test particle simulation code developed by Hudson et al. [1996] and Elkington et al. [2002]. The code uses the electric and magnetic fields from LFM runs to track the motion of high energy particles on the equatorial plane.

In this code, at the initial time, test particles are distributed randomly in a polar coordinates, with $3.5 \, \text{Re} < r < 10 \, \text{Re}$ and $0 < \phi < 2\pi$.

Then at each time step, the particles are pushed by the LFM MHD fields. An adaptive 4th order Runge-Kutta method [Cash and Karp, 1990] has been applied in this model to solve the above equations (3.6) and (3.7). Another important thing that should be noted is that the code comes with “free boundary” conditions, which means if a particle moves out of the magnetopause, we will assume it is lost and stop tracing its orbit.

### 3.3 Vlasov Hybrid Simulation technique

The Vlasov Hybrid Simulation (VHS) method is a new technique developed by D. Nunn [1993] for the numerical simulation of hot collision-free particles. Traditional particle simulation methods, particle-in-cell (PIC) or cloud-in-cell (CIC) method, put a large number of test particles into the simulation space and trace their orbits and behaviors to examine the characteristic of real particles, which is usually very time-consuming. In the VHS method, every test particle carries the information of the whole vlasov fluid at the single point and can be used to calculate the distribution function of the fluid. Nunn shows that the method makes very efficient use of these test particles and greatly enhances the computational performance.

The following features are some benefits which come from the new method:

1) Compared to other methods, VHS usually has low noise levels.
2) No numerical diffusion of the distribution function is needed in order to attain stability.

3) Dynamic boundary conditions could be realized by changing the information carried by particles at the boundary. Adding new particles or removing old particles at the boundary to change the boundary conditions is no longer necessary.

3.4 Calculation of phase space density

We have combined the novel VHS technique with the MHD-Particle simulation code to simulate the dynamics of high energy electrons in the outer radiation belt.

We construct a phase space simulation box which ranges from -10 to 10 \( R_E \) in both X and Y directions. This domain is divided into a number of squares with constant grid size of 0.1 \( R_E \). Any particle outside the simulation box is removed from the simulation.

The initial conditions of the particles in the MHD-Particle code introduced a bias toward inner regions, which means the density of test particles decreases as the radius of the location increases. To adjust for this, we give each particle an extra weight \( r_0/r_1 \) to remove the low-\( r \) bias, where \( r_0 \) is the initial radius of each particle and \( r_1 \) is the minimum initial radial distance covered by the simulation (here \( r_1=3.5 \)).

Once the initial bias has been removed, we assign each particle a phase space density \( f_0 \) from the AE8 empirical model [Vette, 1991]. The MHD-Particle simulation gives the positions of all these particles at subsequent time steps. By Liouville's theorem, the phase space density of these particles will be conserved along the particle trajectory. Note that it is helpful to regard these particles as "markers" which carry a certain weighted PSD, rather than as individual particles. At each time step, we interpolate the phase space density of these particles onto fixed grid points
according to an area (2D) or volume (3D) weighting algorithm. Figure 3.1 shows the PSD at one grid point, which is calculated from the PSD of particles in the four closest cells of the two dimensional phase space:

\[
 f_{\text{grid}} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N} f_k \frac{A_k}{A} \frac{r_k}{r_i}}{\sum_{k=1}^{N} A_k \frac{r_k}{A} \frac{r_i}{r_i}} .
\]  

(3.8)

Here \( N \) is the number of particles in the four closest cells. \( f_{\text{grid}} \) is the phase space density at the grid point, which is calculated from the phase space density \( f_k \) of all the \( N \) particles.

\[ \text{Figure 3.1} \ \text{Interpolation of Phase Space Density from each particle onto the fixed grid point according to the area weighting algorithm.} \]
3.5 High-speed solar wind stream event: the January 1995 storm

In this section, we select the January 1995 storm event as a test case since it is a fairly typical high-speed stream storm event. Although it is a moderate storm, satellite observations show sustained increase of the electron fluxes both at geosynchronous orbit and at GPS spacecraft locations.

This storm is a typical high-speed solar wind stream event, both in terms of the long lasting recovery phase (up to a few days) and high enhancement of fluxes of energetic electrons in the outer radiation belt. Figure 3.2 plots the measured solar wind conditions and geomagnetic indices during this storm.

![Graph showing solar wind conditions and geomagnetic indices](image)

**Figure 3.2** Solar wind conditions and geomagnetic indices for the high-speed-stream storm event in January, 1995.
From figure 3.2 the initial increase in $Dst$ was associated with a low-speed but high-density solar wind stream, which began at about UT 13:00 on January 28, 1995 and reached the peak with the density of 44 cm$^3$ at UT 22:00. Following that high density stream, the $Kp$ index gradually increased accompanied by high fluctuations of IMF $Bz$. Both of these were associated with the arrival of a high-speed, low-density solar wind stream. At the same time, the $Dst$ index began to decrease and reached the minimum value at UT 3:00 on January 30. The minimum $Dst$ around -55nT indicated it was only a moderate storm. Next, the long and slow recovery phase of the storm event was characterized by the long-lasting high-speed solar wind stream and high $Kp$ index.

The response of energetic electrons in the outer radiation belt was observed by both GPS satellites and geosynchronous satellites. The fluxes of these particles increased several orders of magnitude during the recovery phase. In section 3.6, we will discuss these data in more detail and also compare them with our simulation results.

3.6 Simulation results

Figure 3.3 shows the MHD-Particle simulation results for radiation belt electrons with first invariant $M = 2100$ MeV/G during the 1995 January storm event [S.R. Elkington, 2006]. These electrons are pushed by LFM MHD fields and move on the equatorial plane. In this run, the inner boundary is fixed at 3.5 $R_E$ and the outer boundary is set at 10 $R_E$. If a particle moves outside either of these boundaries, the particle trajectory is no longer calculated. In figure 3.3, the solid lines represent the contours of constant magnetic field from the LFM Model and the dashed lines are the contours of constant radial distance at 2 $R_E$, 5 $R_E$ and so on. Different colors stand for
electrons of different energies. Simulation results show severe magnetopause loss events in the early hours of January 29, 1995 (between panel b and c).

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3** Snapshots of the MHD/Particle simulation for January 1995 storm event by S.R. Elkington [2006].

The top-left panel of figure 3.3, panel a, shows the distribution of these energetic electrons at UT 16:00 on January 28. Combined with figure 3.2, we know it was in the initial phase of this storm. These particles extended from 3.5 R_E to 10 R_E and the magnetic field was not highly disturbed. Panel b represents the simulation results at UT 1:30 on January 29, showing the response to the arrival of high-density solar wind stream at 10h in figure 3.2. The increase of the plasma density led to an enhancement in the solar wind ram pressure, which caused the compression of the geomagnetic field shown in panel b. As a result of the compression, some of the energetic electrons in the outer magnetic field were lost outside the magnetopause. In panel c,
the loss effect is more apparent. At UT 10:00 on January 29, most of the particles that have radial distances larger than 6 $R_E$ have been lost. Panel d shows the distribution of these particles at UT 20:30 on January 29. The distribution of the plasma outside 6 $R_E$ has partially recovered. Since the simulation was undertaken with the condition of "free boundary" and no plasma sheet source, these electrons could only come from the outward diffusion of pre-existing particles in the inner magnetosphere. Soon after UT 20:30 (panel d), the magnetosphere was compressed again with the arrival of the high-speed solar wind stream, causing the second loss of these electrons in the outer region shown in panel e. Panel f shows the distribution of these electrons at UT 17:30 on January 31. At this stage, the storm entered the slow recovery phase. Figure 3.3 is essentially a plot of the locations and energies of the electron markers.

The calculation of phase space density for these electrons was made, using the new method described in section 3.4. Figure 3.4 plots the simulation results (red lines) both at 6.0 $R_E$ and at 4.2 $R_E$. In this simulation the phase space density is averaged around a contour of constant radial distance.
Figure 3.4 Simulated (red) and observed (blue) phase space density of the energetic electrons (M=2100 MeV/G) for the HSSWS event in January, 1995. Here model uses the free outer boundary condition and infinite lifetime of electrons.

In figure 3.4, the simulated phase space densities at R=4.2 R_E and R=6.0 R_E are compared with GPS and GEO satellite observations. One important fact we should note is that at initial time, the phase space density from AE8 model does not match the data well, especially at R=6.6 R_E. So we adjusted the initial phase space density according to the following equation:

\[ f_{\text{adjusted}} = (a + b \ast R) f^{AE8}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

Here, \( f_{\text{adjusted}} \) is the adjusted phase space density, at R=4.2 R_E and R=6.6 R_E which equal to the measurements; \( f^{AE8} \) is the phase space density calculated from AE8 model. \( a \) and \( b \) are two
linear parameters, which are calculated through solving the linear equation at R=4.2 R_E and R=6.0 R_E.

Also, it is natural to compare the simulated PSD at R=6.6 R_E with GEO satellite measurements. However, for this storm event we used the simulation results at 6 R_E instead of at 6.6 R_E for the comparison, because in the simulation, most test particles outside 6 R_E were lost due to the strong compression of the geomagnetic field. The statistical error in the calculation of the PSD at 6.6 R_E is large due to an insufficient number of particles in the cells along the geosynchronous orbit. It appears that the LFM simulation yields a magnetosphere which is smaller than the real magnetosphere and so we adjust for this by comparing simulation results at R=6 R_E rather than R=6.6 R_E.

From figure 3.4, the simulated phase space density at R=6 R_E shows a strong decrease, especially from t=15 to 23 h, which also corresponds to the severe magnetopause loss event (refer to panel c of figure 3.3). After a short while, though, the simulated phase space density at R=4.2 R_E began to increase. This increase is the result of inward diffusion of the pre-existing particles.

Also plotted in figure 3.4 are the observations from geosynchronous satellites and GPS satellites. The solid blue line is the observed phase space density for M =2100 MeV/G electrons at 6.6 R_E, which is the average value of the data collected by Los Alamos satellites: 1984-129, 1991-080, 1987-097, 1989-046, 1990-095, and 1994-084. The two blue dashed lines are the measurements at R=4.2 R_E, which show the phase space density of energetic electrons having the first adiabatic invariant M ∼ 1000-3300 MeV/G, by GPS Navstar Satellites NS-24 and NS-28.
These observations show a dropout of phase space density during the main phase of the storm and enhancements during the long recovery phase.

However, the simulation results of figure 3.4 do not catch the above features of the data. Note that these simulations effectively model a free-boundary condition and have no electron loss mechanism apart from magnetopause loss. In the following sections, we present the improved results using more realistic outer boundary condition and then adding a loss lifetime model.

The model results for the same event but with dynamic outer boundary conditions from the GEO satellite measurements are presented in figure 3.5. To represent the dynamic boundary conditions, at each time step we set the phase space density of the markers with the radial distance higher than \(6 \text{ R}_E\) to be the average value measured by GEO satellites (blue solid line).

The loss event at \(t=20\text{h}\) introduced large statistical errors due to an insufficient number of particles in the cells near the outer boundary. To diminish the errors and get better statistical results, we added some new markers at \(t=24\text{h}\). All new particles were uniformly distributed and their phase space densities were assigned the values at the preceding time step (In this case, the values at \(23.5\text{h}\) were assigned since the time step is half an hour). Introducing new particles may disturb the profile of the PSD. To test the impact of new particles, we plot the profiles of the PSD before adding new particles and again after the insertion of these particles.
Figure 3.5  Simulated (red) and observed (blue) phase space density of the energetic electrons (M=2100 MeV/G) for the HSSWS event in January, 1995. Here the model uses the dynamic outer boundary conditions from the observations and assumes an infinite electron lifetime.

Figure 3.6 shows that the newly inserted particles did not disturb the PSD profile inside the outer boundary. The differences between the two profiles of PSD outside the boundary comes from the fact that the average PSD over the contour of constant R will decrease if some cells along the contour do not have any particles inside. Therefore, the graph also proves that adding new particles can help to remove the errors caused by an insufficient number of particles outside the simulated trapping boundary.
Figure 3.5 shows that the simulated PSD at the outer boundary (solid red line) is still slightly smaller than the GEO observations (solid blue line) even after adding the new markers. This is because some newly added markers near the outer boundary were lost again. We regard the simulated PSD at $R=6 \ R_E$ sufficiently close to the observed PSD at $R=6.6 \ R_E$.

The change of PSD profile before and after adding the new particles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R(Re)</th>
<th>LOG(F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3.6** PSD profiles at $t=23h$ (before adding new particles) and $t=24h$ (after adding particles).

Compared with figure 3.4, the results in figure 3.5 are more consistent with the satellite data during the recovery phase of the storm event. However, there are still significant differences, specifically, the simulated phase space density at $R=4.2 \ R_E$ is still slightly larger than the measurements and the drop out during the main phase, which is observed in the data, is not
reproduced in the simulation results. The latter may be due to the weak ring current in the MHD fields; as described in chapter two, a weak ring current leads to weak "Dst effect". However, considering that this storm is only a moderate storm, we expect the Dst effect to be fairly weak, especially at R=4.2 R_E. Another reason for the difference, which is probably more important, is the effect of pitch angle scattering causing loss of electrons. To correct the discrepancy, we added the electron decay lifetime model described in section 2.4 into our model. New simulation results are shown in figure 3.7.

![PSD of Jan 1995 for M=2100 MeV/G](image)

**Figure 3.7** Simulated (red) and observed (blue) phase space density of the energetic electrons (M=2100 MeV/G) for the HSSWS event in January, 1995. Here model uses the dynamic outer boundary condition and decay lifetime of electrons based on the observations.
In figure 3.7, agreement between the simulation results and the observations is very good except that during the later recovery phase the simulated PSD at \(R=4.2 \text{ R}_E\) is slightly above the GPS observation. However, considering the wide pass-bands of the GPS particle detector and no local time average of GPS data, we can still conclude that our new method is improved.

Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7 indicate the importance of realistic outer boundary conditions and electron decay lifetime (loss term). Both are necessary to better reproduce the real event. The outer boundary condition plays an important role in the high enhancement of PSD in the center of the outer radiation belt. The inward diffusion of pre-existing particles may also contribute to the increase. A realistic model of electron decay lifetime is needed to better reproduce the decrease in PSD during the main phase. It is also important but not dominant during the recovery phase of the storm.

The color graph of figure 3.8 shows the same simulated phase space density as figure 3.7, but plotted as a function of radial distance and time. Between \(t=0\) and \(t=40\) h, an obvious decrease was observed for all locations. Just following this period, a significant increase in PSD at the outer boundary began at \(t=40\) h. After that, we observed an apparent inward diffusion from the outer boundary to the inner magnetosphere. As the result, the PSD in the inner magnetosphere was greatly enhanced.
Figure 3.8  Modeling results for phase space density of electrons with $M = 2100$ MeV/G during 1995 January storm event.

3.7 Electric and magnetic power spectra

Besides the MHD-particle simulation, the analysis of radial diffusion processes is another valid method to study the particle dynamics in the radiation belt. One critical step in the study of radial diffusion is to estimate the radial diffusion coefficient. In 1965 and early 1970s, theoretical formulae for the calculation of radial diffusion coefficients due to the electric and magnetic fluctuations were developed [Falthammar, 1965; Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. However, these formulae are based on the simple assumption of a symmetric dipole magnetic field and specific assumptions about the perturbations that produce the diffusion. Recently, Fei et al. [2006] extended these results. They derived analytical radial diffusion coefficients both in symmetric and asymmetric background electromagnetic fields.
In this section we use the Fei et al. formulae and power spectral densities of MHD waves from the LFM fields to calculate radial diffusion coefficients for this January 1995 storm event. Fei et al. [2006] give the following formulae for radial diffusion coefficients due to electric and magnetic field perturbations:

\[ D_{LL}^{E,\text{Sym}} = \frac{L^6}{8R_E^2B_0^2} \sum_m P^E_m (m\Omega_0), \]

\[ D_{LL}^{M,\text{Sym}} = \frac{M^2}{8q^2\gamma^2B_0^2R_E^4} L^6 \sum_m m^2 P^M_m (m\Omega_0). \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

Here \( B_0 \) is the magnetic field value at the surface of the earth (0.317 gauss); \( R_E \) is the earth’s radius (6300 km); \( \Omega_0 \) is the energy-dependent drift frequency; \( m \) is the azimuthal mode number and \( P^E, P^M \) are the power spectral density of the azimuthal electric and compressional magnetic field fluctuations evaluated at harmonics of the drift frequency. Note that Fei’s formulas also have asymmetric terms, but they were shown to be small for a storm in September 1998 and they are expected to be even smaller for this January 1995 storm since it is weaker and less asymmetric.

Figure 3.9 and 3.10 respectively represent the variations of the power spectrum of the electric field, which are analyzed over the frequency range 0.14~10 mHz, as a function of time and mode number \( m \) at \( R=4.2 \) \( R_E \) and 6.6 \( R_E \). Through the plots, the dominant terms are low mode numbers, which suggest that when we use equation (3.10) to calculate \( D_{LL} \), the higher mode terms can be ignored. Also, the plots show the significant enhancement of the total power of electric field at roughly \( t = 34 \) h, which is also the time when the \( Dst \) index was at its minimum and \( KP \) index reached the maximum value. The large increase of the power led to a
strong inward radial diffusion at almost the same time, which is indicated by the apparent increase of phase space density at $R=4.2 \, R_E$ (refer to figure 3.7).

**Figure 3.9** The power as a function of time and the resonant modes for the electric field at $R=4.2 \, R_E$ ($\log(P_m)$, mV$^2$m$^{-2}$Hz$^{-1}$).
Figure 3.10 The power as a function of time and the resonant modes for the electric field at $R=6.6 \, R_E \, (\log(P_m), \, mV^2m^{-2}Hz^{-1})$.

The power of magnetic fields at $R=4.2 \, R_E$ and $6.6 \, R_E$ are plotted in figure 3.11 and 3.12. These plots show features similar to the electric field power: the power appears dominantly in low mode-numbers and display an obvious increase at $t=34 \, h$. Figure 3.12, though, reveals a wider distribution of the power in higher mode numbers and another increase at $t=16 \, h$. The two increases in the magnetic field power at $R=6.6 \, R_E$ are directly associated with the compression of the magnetic fields by the solar wind streams (refer to figure 3.2).
**Figure 3.11** The power as a function of time and the resonant modes for the magnetic field at \( r=4.2 \ R_E \) \((\log(P_m), nT^2Hz^{-1})\).
Figure 3.12 The power as a function of time and the resonant modes for the magnetic field at \( r=6.6 \, R_E \) (\( \log(P_m), \, nT^2\text{Hz}^{-1} \)).

3.8 Radial diffusion coefficient \( D_{LL} \)

According to equation (3.10), the radial diffusion coefficient is highly dependent on the fluctuations of electric and magnetic fields. We calculated \( D_{LL} \) from the wave powers obtained from global MHD simulations. In order to do that, we need to sum the powers over all mode numbers \( m \), which is usually impractical. Fortunately, from figure 3.9-3.12, we found most of
the powers are contained in low mode numbers, so we only sum the powers from \( m=1 \) to \( 3 \), as in Fei et al. [2006].

Figure 3.13 shows the calculated results at UT 22:00 on January 29, 1995, which corresponds to the main phase of the storm. As mentioned previously, the plot of power spectrums show an apparent enhancement at this time. From figure 3.13, it is apparent that \( D_{ll}^E \) has a steeper \( R \) dependence than \( D_{ll}^M \). Compared the plot of \( D_{ll}^E \) with that of \( D_{ll}^M \), we found that at low radial distance (\( R = 3.5 \sim 6 \text{ RE} \)), \( D_{ll}^M \) is much larger than \( D_{ll}^E \). However, in the region of \( R > 6 \text{ RE} \), the value of \( D_{ll}^E \) is comparable to that of \( D_{ll}^M \).

Earlier theoretical research work and particle observations have shown that the radial transport rate has a strong \( L \)-dependence. In 2000, Brautigam and Albert applied the expression

\[
D_{ll}^M(KP, L) = 10^{(0.506KP - 9.325)} L^{10}
\]

(3.11)

(10)

to fit \( D_{ll} \) values obtained from observations by Lanzerotti and Morgan [1973] and Lanzerotti et al. [1978]. Based on the discrete observations, they derived the following analytic equation:

\[
D_{ll}^M(Kp, L) = 10^{(0.506Kp - 9.325)} L^{10}
\]

However, Barker et al. [2005] and Fei et al. [2006] found if the \( L \)-dependence of the magnetic diffusion coefficient is less steep, the simulation results are more consistent with the observations. Fitting straight lines to the values in figure 3.13 yields

\[
D_{ll}^E(L) = 10^{-7.345} L^{9.488},
\]

\[
D_{ll}^M(L) = 10^{-4.474} L^{5.783}.
\]

(3.12)

In the above expressions \( D_{ll}^M \) is less steep than the formula in equation (3.11).
In figure 3.13, we also compared the simulation results with the real data (x symbol) collected by Lanzerotti and Morgan [1973] and Lanzerotti et al. [1978]. There is reasonable agreement between the calculated $D_{\text{LL}}^M$ and observations. For reference, a straight line between the two Lanzerotti and Morgan points gives $D_{\text{LL}}^M(L) = 10^{-5.468}L^{5.97}$.

![Graph showing the comparison](image)

**Figure 3.13** $D_{\text{LL}}^R$ (dash blue line) and $D_{\text{LL}}^M$ (solid blue line) at UT 22:00 on January 29, 1995 calculated using the ULF power from global LFM simulation. And the results are fitted into the exponential function with base $L$ (dash red line and solid red line).

In figure 3.14 the calculated diffusion coefficients are plotted at different times, corresponding to different phases of the January 1995 storm (pre-storm, main phase and recovery phase). At UT 22:00 on Jan 29 (main phase, $Kp = 6$), the radial diffusion coefficients are 2-3 orders of
magnitude above the value at UT 15:00 on Jan 28 (pre-storm, $Kp = 1$). This increase is consistent with the Brautigam and Albert diffusion coefficients. During the recovery phase of the storm, $D_{Ll}$ values lie between the pre-storm and the main phase values. As described before, during the main phase of the storm event, $D_{Ll}^M$ dominates over $D_{Ll}^E$ for $R<6$ $R_E$. However, the pre-storm $D_{Ll}^E$ is a little larger than $D_{Ll}^M$ for all radial distance.
Figure 3.14 Calculated $D_{\parallel\parallel}^{F}$ and $D_{\parallel\parallel}^{M}$ at pre-storm, main phase and recovery phase of this storm.
3.9 Simulation results from radial diffusion model

As described in chapter two, we constructed a radial diffusion model that included dynamic boundary conditions and a time-dependent electron lifetime model. To test the validity of the diffusion coefficients calculated from the global MHD simulations in the previous section, we ran our radial diffusion model using these new diffusion coefficients and plotted the simulation results in figure 3.15.

![Graph showing PSD of Jan 1995 for M=2100MeV/G](image)

**Figure 3.15** Simulated Phase space density from radial diffusion model using ULF-$D_{\perp}$ (red line) for the January 1995 storm event.

In this plot, we compare the simulated PSD to the observations and find that the simulated results capture the main features of the radiation belt observed during this storm event. Between
0 to 25 h, there was a decrease in PSD during the main phase of the storm at both R=6.6 R_E and R=6 R_E, in observations and simulations. Following that time, the simulated PSD at R=6.0 R_E began to increase quickly. This rise is due almost entirely to the rise in the PSD at R=6.6 R_E in the Li et al. [2001] model. At about t=45 h, the simulated PSD at R=4.2 R_E also began to increase slowly, which lasted through the rest time of the recovery phase.

During the main phase, the simulated PSD at R=6.0 R_E was slightly lower than the observations at R=6.6 R_E, but during most of the recovery phase, the simulated PSD is consistent with measurements.

The agreement between the simulated results from the radial diffusion model and the satellite observations indicates the radial diffusion coefficient calculated in section 3.7 is a good approximation of the radial transport rate for the January 1995 storm event.

3.10 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we developed a method to simulate the radiation belt dynamics by coupling Nunn's algorithm [Nunn, 1993] with traditional MHD-Particle simulations. An important feature of our new method is that every test marker bears a special parameter, a weighted PSD, which is conserved along the trajectory of the particle. This feature enables us to simulate the boundary condition or lifetimes of particles easily by just resetting the weighted PSD and hence make more efficient use of these markers.

To test the performance of the new method, we compared the modeled PSD to satellite observations for the January 1995 high-speed-stream storm event. Good agreement was obtained between the simulation results and satellite measurements. Also, we quantified the effects of
dynamic boundary conditions and realistic decay lifetime of energetic electrons during this storm and found both terms are needed to reproduce the observed features.

Further, we calculated ULF wave power spectra from the global MHD simulation fields. The spectra for this moderate storm exhibit peaks during the main phase and the early recovery phase. These peaks are more pronounced around the time when the $K_p$ index reached the maximum.

Then we converted the power spectra to radial diffusion coefficients according to the formulae derived by Fei et al. [2006]. The results show a less steep $L$-dependence than some previous formula of $L^{1.0}$. Considering the uncertainties involved, for example, the ignorance of the asymmetric diffusion coefficients, further research work needs to be done to improve this calculation.

Finally, we ran the radial diffusion model described in chapter two using the newly calculated diffusion coefficients for the high-speed-steam event. The simulated PSD is consistent with the measurements, which indicate the new diffusion coefficients provide an acceptable representation of radial transport rates during this storm.

In this research work, in order to simulate the injection of plasma sheet particles, we added new particles, which resulted in the diminution of statistical errors due to the severe magnetopause-loss events near the outer boundary. However, the difference between the simulated PSD over the outer boundary and GEO satellite observations indicated that adding new particles at one particular time can’t completely remove statistical errors. A better solution to this problem is to couple our new radiation belt model with a plasma sheet model to simulate the external plasma source. An alternate method is to monitor all cells and add new particles into any empty cell, which is simpler but more time-consuming.
Finally, effects of the local acceleration by cyclotron resonances with whistle waves should be added to the simulations. It is interesting that reasonable agreement between simulations and observations has been obtained without modeling local acceleration, but this is just one storm and the GPS data is fairly noisy. Simulations should be carried out for more storms and with better GPS data and with data from more spacecraft (as for the upcoming Radiation Belt Storm Probe and ORBITALS missions).
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Chapter 4

Summary and discussion

This thesis studies the variations of relativistic electron phase-space density (PSD) focusing on geomagnetic storms driven by high speed solar wind streams. This type of storm, also known as a CIR (corotating interaction region) storm, occurs more often in the descending phase of solar cycles and is characterized by a gradual initial phase, highly fluctuating IMF $B_z$, slow recovery phase and long-lasting fast plasma injections. Although CIR storms are usually weak or moderate, they can produce large sustained enhancement of radiation belt electrons. Therefore, compared to CME storms, CIR storms pose higher hazards to spacecraft and astronauts.

4.1 Radial Transport Model

In chapter two, we first constructed a time series of solar wind and magnetospheric parameters to represent a typical high-speed-stream model storm based on the schematic sketch presented by Tsurutani et al. [1995] and on typical numerical values from storm events between 1995 and 1996 from Hilmer et al. [2000].

Second, we developed a radial transport model with a time-dependent radial diffusion coefficient from Brautigam and Albert [2000], time-dependent geosynchronous orbit boundary conditions from Li et al. [2001], and a $K_p$-dependent loss term. The Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field model was used to calculate the phase space density from fluxes on the equatorial plane. Using the radial diffusion model, we simulated the dynamics of outer radiation belt electrons during the high-speed-stream events. Two particular events, the January 1995 storm event and the July 1995 storm event, were studied in detail. The simulated results are qualitatively consistent with
the measurements by the GEO and GPS satellites and show that inward radial diffusion can propagate the variations of PSD from the outer boundary into the inner magnetosphere. However, the growth rates of the modeled PSD at R=4.2 Re for both cases are slightly larger than observed values, suggesting that the Brautigam-Albert formula for \( D_{LL} \) may overestimate the radial diffusion rate for high-speed-stream events.

Furthermore, we extended the calculation of the growth rates of PSD at R=4.2 Re to several "typical" high-speed-stream events between 1995 and 1996. Compared to the measured radial diffusion rates reported by Hilmer et al. [2000], the results show again that decreasing the Brautigam-Albert diffusion coefficient produces better agreement between simulation results and observations.

Third, we investigated the sensitivity of our radial transport model to the underlying magnetic field model by repeating the simulations using the Tsyganenko 2001 magnetic field model and a dipolar magnetic field. The major differences in the simulated results for the three magnetic field models occur during the main phase and early recovery phase of the model storm, and are most likely due to the differences in the ring currents of the three magnetic field models.

Fourth, we ran our radial diffusion model for the January 1995 and July 1995 events, with actual solar wind input and measured radial diffusion coefficients [Lanzerotti and Morgan, 1973; Lanzerotti et al., 1978]. The simulated results indicated that using both solar wind drivers and measured radial transport rates can partly remove the discrepancy between the modeled and measured PSD.

The model calculated the fluxes of equatorial-mirroring particles. However, the GEO and GPS spacecraft actually measured the omni-directional fluxes. Using the assumption of an
isotropic pitch-angle distribution, we calculated the errors due to pitch angle assumptions. The errors for a dipolar magnetic field and the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field are respectively 9% and 15%. Considering the general imprecision of the comparisons due to the wide energy range of the GPS particle detectors, the errors are relatively small.

4.2 MHD-Particle simulation

Chapter three began with the introduction of a new algorithm, which is adapted from Nunn's Vlasov Hybrid Simulation (VHS) method and has the advantage of making more efficient use of test particles. The critical idea of the new method is that every marker is assigned "phase space density" and will conserve the PSD along its trajectory. Then at each time step, the PSD at fixed grid points can be integrated from the PSD of the markers within the nearest cells according to an area weighting algorithm. Coupling the new method with an MHD-Particle code developed by Elkington [2002], the computational performance can be greatly enhanced. As an added bonus, the dynamic boundary conditions and loss lifetime of electrons can be easily realized by resetting the PSD of relevant markers.

The January 1995 storm event, a typical high-speed-stream event, was used as a test case in this work. The analysis of the MHD-Particle simulation results highlighted severe magnetopause-loss events in the early period of January 29, 1995. During that time, MHD simulation results showed a large compression on the day side of the magnetic field and most particles outside $R=6 \, R_E$ were lost. First, we ran this MHD-Particle radiation belt model using free boundary conditions without any pitch-angle diffusion loss. The simulation results showed that the inward diffusion of pre-existing particles resulted in a slight increase of the PSD at
$R=4.2 \, R_E$. However, the simulated result could not reproduce the feature of the long-time increase at $R=4.2 \, R_E$ during the recovery phase observed by GPS satellites. At $R=6.6 \, R_E$, the PSD measured by GEO satellites had a drop out during the main phase and a quick, large enhancement during the recovery phase. On the contrary, our simulated PSD at $R=6.6 \, R_E$ decreased continuously throughout the whole storm event.

Considering the inaccuracy of free boundary conditions, we used the dynamic boundary conditions measured by GEO satellites. The new simulated results were consistent with the observations except for a discrepancy at $R=4.2 \, R_E$ during the main phase. Moreover, we found that adding a finite lifetime module based on the measured decay lifetime [Meredith et al., 2006] can help remove the discrepancy. Therefore, we can conclude that both the dynamic boundary conditions and a good loss lifetime model are important to reproduce the dynamic variations of energetic electrons for this storm event.

Spectral analysis of the MHD fields for this storm event indicates a significant temporal increase of the ULF wave power during the main phase. We calculated radial diffusion coefficients from the power spectra of the global MHD fields. The value of the radial diffusion coefficients reached a peak around the time when $Dst$ was minimum and $Kp$ arrived at the maximum value. The maximum radial diffusion coefficients were 2~3 orders of magnitude higher than the pre-storm values. The radial diffusion coefficients during the recovery phase lie between the pre-storm values and main-phase values. Furthermore, we approximated the radial diffusion coefficients during the main phase in a power-law form $D_o L^n$. We found the
L-dependence of the magnetic diffusion coefficient is less steep than the Brautigam-Albert formula of $D_{ll}^H$ and more consistent with the observational results of Lanzeroiti and Morgan [1973] and Lanzeroiti et al. [1978].

Finally, to test the accuracy of the calculated diffusion coefficients, we reran our radial transport model with the new diffusion coefficients and adjusted initial distribution functions. Good agreement between the simulation results and observations proved the new radial diffusion coefficients are good approximations of the radial transport rates for the January 1995 storm.

4.3 Future work

This research work suggests that the radial diffusion process play a significant role in transporting the energetic particles from near synchronous orbit to GPS satellite locations during high-speed-stream storm events. We note that recent observations [Chen et al., 2006; O'Brien et al., 2003] indicate that another acceleration mechanism, local acceleration, may also be very important for large increases of electron fluxes at the center of the outer radiation belt. Through interaction with VLF waves, the electrons within geosynchronous orbit may be locally accelerated to relativistic energies. Coupling our radial diffusion model with the local acceleration sources presents the natural extension of this work.

Our research work focused on the study of CIR-driven storms. However, the CME-driven storms are also very important. Although the highest prolonged fluxes of energetic electrons are predominantly associated with the CIR storms, CMEs can drive extreme storms, which also result in the formation of strongly enhanced radiation belts. Using our model to study the dynamics of radiation belt during CME storm events can be another promising future work.
In our new MHD-Particle model, we added new markers to remove statistical error and to better model the phase space density near the outer trapping boundary. Coupling a good plasma sheet model with our MHD-Particle codes would be a useful extension of the model to better simulate plasma sheet sources of energetic particles.

Modeling radiation belt variations can greatly improve our understanding of radiation belt physics and also provide a basis for the prediction of global space weather. As space exploration advances, a global, dynamic and realistic radiation belt model is forthcoming.
Appendix A

The calculation of the Roederer L value

As described in chapter one, the Roederer L value can be defined as:

\[ L^* = \frac{2\pi \mu_e}{\Phi R_e}. \]

Here, \( \mu_e \) is the earth’s magnetic moment and can be assumed to be constant for the time scale we are interested in; \( \Phi \) is the magnetic flux enclosed by the drift shell of particles.

Therefore, integration of the magnetic flux along the drift shell is of critical importance to the calculation of Roederer L. However, it is usually not practical to directly calculate the magnetic fluxes enclosed by the drift path. Instead, we calculate the magnetic flux outside the drift shell since the divergence of magnetic field equals zero. In our radial diffusion model, we only consider the equatorially-mirroring particles, i.e., particles with pitch angle of 90\(^0\). Hence, assuming no external electric fields and constant magnetic moment, these particles drift on the equatorial plane along the contour of constant \( B \).

Furthermore, it is usually more convenient to trace the magnetic field line from the equatorial plane to the surface of the earth and calculate the magnetic flux over the surface of the earth.

Figure A.1 plots the drift shell of equatorially trapped particles in the geomagnetic field. Solid lines are the contours of constant radial distances, and blue dot symbols depict the electron drift shell; noon is at 0 degree and 180 degrees correspond to midnight. From this plot, the trajectories of the electrons are symmetric near the earth. In the outer magnetosphere, due to the compression of the dayside magnetic field by the solar wind stream, the drift path is asymmetric and closer to the earth at the night side.
Figure A.1  Electron Drift Shell in the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field.

Once we integrate the magnetic flux enclosed by the drift shell, Roederer L values can be easily calculated according to the definition equation. The variations of the L values during the September 1998 storm event are shown in Figure A.2. The L value vs. R at midnight for a dipolar magnetic field is plotted as the red line, which is a straight line since in a dipolar magnetic field, L is equal to the radial distance in units of $R_E$. The two blue dot lines denote the L values calculated from two magnetic models: the Tsyganenko 2001 model (T01) and the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic model (MSM).

The top panel of Figure A.2 plots the L values at UT 22:00 on September 24, 1998, which corresponded to the pre-storm period. The L values for the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic model are smaller than the values for the Tsyganenko 2001 model, which indicates the Tsyganenko 2001 model has a weaker ring current during quiet time.
Figure A.2  The variations of L value during September 1998 storm event for different field models.
However, during the main phase of the storm, at UT 4:00 on September 25, 1998, both L values for the T01 model and for the H-V model are smaller than the values of quiet time because during the main phase, the intensification of the ring current leads to the decrease of the magnetic field near the earth. The Tsyganenko 2001 model displays a larger decrease in L value than the Hilmer-Voigt magnetic field model at large radial distance, which is consistent with the discussion in section 2.4.4.

Appendix B

Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF)

The term “Space Weather” refers to solar activity and its impact on the earth’s magnetosphere. As described in chapter one, our technology systems are vulnerable to solar activity. Recently, with humanity’s increasing dependence on these technologies, forecasting space weather has become a central topic of the space science.

In order to deal with the impact of solar activity on our society, several government agencies launched a national space weather program, which is aimed at providing a predictive and physical-based space weather model. Under the cooperation of a number of groups in several universities, a high-performance global model, Space Weather Modeling Framework, has been developed which is divided into nine physics domains: Solar Corona, Eruptive Event Generator, Inner Heliosphere, Solar Energetic Particles, Global Magnetosphere, Inner Magnetosphere, Radiation Belt, Ionosphere Electrodynamics, and Upper Atmosphere. The structure of the framework is illustrated in figure B.1.
Figure B.1  Illustration of Space Weather Modeling Framework [JiChun Zhang, 2006].

Our main contribution to this project is to build the radiation belt model described in chapter two and couple it into the framework. Modeling the radiation belt is one important part of global space weather modeling since the variations of the outer radiation belt have direct and important effects on our society. Within the framework, the coupled the global MHD field model (BATS-R-US) and the Rice Convection Model (RCM) provide the underlying magnetic field for our radiation belt model. In the next part, we will present the simulation result of our radiation belt model with the coupled BATS-R-US/RCM magnetic field model for a small storm event.
Figure B.2 Solar wind conditions and magnetic indices from UT 12:00 to UT 22:00 on October 22, 1996.

We selected a small storm event on October 22, 1996 as the test case. Figure B.2 shows the hourly averages of the solar wind data and magnetic indices for this event. The minimum value of the Dst index was around -40 at UT 14:00, which indicates it is a small storm event. During most time of the storm event, IMF Bz stayed southward. Between UT 18:00 and UT 21:00, the velocity of the solar wind stream increased slowly from 500 km/s to 580 km/s. The corresponding variations of L values are plotted in Figure B.3, which is calculated from the global MHD BATS-R-US field.
**Figure B.3** The L values vs. radius at midnight at UT 12:00 and UT 23:00 on October 22, 1996.

The left panel of figure B.3 shows the L value is higher than the radial distance at midnight, which is expected since the MHD field has a weak ring current and the effects of magnetopause and tail current are dominant. From the right panel, the L value is equal to or slightly smaller than the radial distance due to the build up of the ring current during the storm time.
Figure B.4  The comparison of simulated fluxes (blue curve) with satellite observations (red and green curves) during the October 1996 storm event.

The simulated flux for 1 MeV electrons is represented in figure B.4 and compared with satellite observations. From this graph, we found the simulated result is quantitatively comparable to the observations, which indicated the success of the framework in predicting the flux changes for this small storm event. However, to test the ability of SWMF in forecasting space weather, we need to simulate more storm events and compare the model results with the measurements.